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Facilitator''

PREFACE

Minority women are fee'ed.with both racial and sexual discrimination in the
"world of work. They have been -at least partially excluded from the benefits
of the thrust of the civil rights movement of the 60's and the women's olive-
mentof the 70's Although minority workers have had increased opportunities
in the last two decadet, they have stilt. not caught up with the mainstream
of American workers.

AccOrding:to. statistics from the U.S. Department of Labor, the proportion'
of minority women in the labor force exceedsthat of white women ivall age
groups -.`25 years and older. HoWever, because of occupational'segregation
due to racial 'and sexual discrithinatiOn many minority -workers -remain clus-
tered-inlowpaYing,occOpatibris.' o

Studies :have altothOwnt for-examPle,,that,Black- women start their careers
'in lower-ttaius,

.
jobs than white women do. And with the exception of some

profeSsional potitions such as teacher, Blick,Women remain concentrated in
the less desirable jobs:

The meCian Wage or salary income-of minority women,like that 'of white
Women, is suhttantially lets-than the income -of men,'whethermhite or
minority; Fully ethployediniinority women continue to earn less than white
women, although the earnings gap is narrowing. In 1974, wothen.-of minority
races-who worked year round at full-time jobs had a median Ancote of $6,611--
94%,ofthat.of white women, 73% of that of minority men and 54% of that of
white men.' These earning gapt may be partially'attributed.to occupational
segregation. A case in po' t is the faCt-that the largest number of-Black
-women-are-employed irk: sere ceoccupatiOns_and in ,private houtehold work,
the lowest payine-arall o upations.

. Statistics also indicate that; lack of education is not a predominate factor
in the underemployment of minority women. In fact, minority women workers .

have 12.4 median years of schooling, with 65% having-high- school diplomas
and 12% having. 4 or more y. rs of college. Although this is comparable
to 12.6 median years of scho ling for white women, research shows that
Black women do less well in-t,1 labor market than white women of comparable'
education and.experience.

ti Although many businesses and industries conduct training and upgrading pro-
grams, women and minorities have not fared well in being chi:nen to participate
in these programs. Thus, these types of programs have had little impact on

-lower-wage workers.

In sumthary,, the pattern q the above information indicates that minority
womertare_ seriously underemployed. One response--to this problem is the
'development by minority women of specific professional skills and personal
knowledge that can raise both their actual status within the work force

--and-their-expectations:



Facil motor

The Division of Women's Programs in the College for Continuing Education
at Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa, has been in existence for.10 years.
During that time, it hasdeveloped extensive continuing education programs,
including career planning courses, management training, counseling on educa-
tion and careers, and training in communication skills and assertiveness.z
The Division has also worked cooperatively with numerous organizations such

'as 'NOW, AAUW, Iowa Department of Public Instruction, Iowa Commission on the
Status of Women, Des Moines Job Service, and Northwestern Bell Telephone.

Drake University's Division of Women's Programs is recognized as having the
most extensive program of continuing education services for women in Iowa.
%cause of this experience, the Division has been requested to consult with
other colleges.

Originally, the Division of Women's'Programs, was concerned with designing
programs that would be relevantor all women, regardless of race, class or
status. Such programs included the establishment in 1974 of a Job and Educa-
tional Referral Service to provide free education and employment counseling
to women on a one-to-one basis. This service was the basis for the eqtablish-
ment in 1976 of a Community Career Planning Center for Women, in cooperation
with the Des MoinesJunior League.

It became apparent that minority women were not fully utilizing the available
Services of the Division of Women's Programs or the services of any of the

q other educational institutions in the greater Des Moines area. Even work-
shops and seminars in career planning that were offered speciM. ally for
and promoted among minority women had difficulty recruiting part ipants.

In an effort first to understand and then to alleviate this problem, the
Division of Women's Programs submitted a proposalfor an $18,000 Title I
grant to fund a specialized outreach program aimed atassessing the needs
of and developing training models for employed minority women. The one-year
grant, 'which was awarded in December 1976, was to be conducted at the Com-
MUnity Career Planning-Center for Women.

The project was staffed by a Director, who was Black and female. She was
assisted by an extensive Advisory Committee, composed of a wide representa-
tion of minority and nonminority.officials professionally involved in
educational training, employment services, personnel work and equal oppor-
tunity services. The project was faced with several tasks:

1. Discovering why minority women were failing to take advantage of
the resources and educational programs in the Des Moines areas

2. Designing and implementing a survey for eciployed minority women
to assess their needs in the area,of career develOpment.

3. Designing and implementing career development workshops in
response to the indicated needs,of minority women.

A needs assessment survey was developed by Yvonne Gates, Project Coordinator,
and Richard Brooks, a Drake University Professor of Education. The survey
was administered to a.10% sample population.of the 3,100 employed minority
women in the Polk County area.

8
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The survey indicated-that the reasons minority-women in the Polk County t

area Wire not utilizing career planning centers and continuing-education
programs were as follows:

1. Because the recruiters, trainers or counselors in existing pr:6-
0-av were, with' few exCeptionS, white, middle-claSs women.

Because most of the publicity was geared to white women.

3. Because most of the institutions offering the services were seen
as too mudh-a4ari'of the white, middle-class establishment and

' were not perceii0-as_onderstanding the unique problems facing
minority women.

4. Because the cost was prohibitive:--
5. Because the women had problems related'o child dare and transpor-

tatiOn.

,Another ,,significant and related factor-Wei that the priMary focus for minorzities
in general, as well' is for minorit4women, was simply to get a job, rather
thati-tO aeVelop potential or to plan careers.

4

The survey also indicated that the major obstacles in the attempts of employed
minoritrWomen to advance were:

1. lack-of education

2. lack of opportunity

3. personality conflicts

4. discrimination

Min6rity women felt that their most important educational needs were:

1. career planning

2: assertiveness training

3. supervisory management-skills-

4. basic management skills

Based on the information gained in the needs assessment survey, three career
development workshops were designed:

1. Minority Women's Survival Kit: Personal and Professional Develop-
ment for Minority Women

2. Career Planning for'Minority Women

3. Management Basics for Minority Women

These workshops were implemented locally during 1977-78 under the Title I
grant. .

The Division of Women's Programs received a one-year Women's Educational
Equity Act (WEEA) grant during 1978-79 to refine, validate and develop training

vii
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manuals for these workshops. A significant pant of this process was conducting
a national.seminar for personnel involved in the area of career:development

e, for minority women. The purpose of the seminar was to introduce the three
workshops nationally and to have them critiqued by others in the'field. The
input from the seminar, in addition tofeedback received locally &bill minor-
ity women who participated in the workshops, was utilized in developing
what we feel to be very relevant, useful information and exercises.

.

At this point, we want to share some of the knowledge we have acquired -in
the two years of this project.

First, through trial-and-error efforts, we have discovered that the following
are important characteristicsifor workshop facilitators to possess:

c

1. Facilitators must be minority women.

2. Facilitators must be competent and confident professional wOmen
who can serve as role models for workshoparticipants:

3. Facilitators should have good contacts and rapport with the local
business community.

.

4.. Facilitators should also have good contacts and rapport with the
local minority community and socia organizations.

5. Facilitators should have good workshop leadership and/or teaching.
skills.

45. Finally, facilitators should have a good histprical and sociological
understanding ofAmerican minority relations.

We have also found that the workshops should be limited to minority women,
both as participants and as facilitators.

These manuals have been designed so as to allow an opportunitS, for facflita-
tors to share their own personal knowledge and expertise in career development
with participants, and also to allow participants to share their own thoughts
and ideas about the subject,matter. It helps to establish a confidentiality
policy for all personal sharing among facilitators,participants and role
models. This encourages the development of a high level of confidence and
trust so that valuable information can be shared freely.

Recruitment of potential participants is also an important factor in the
success of the workshops. Support by local business, industry, and com-
munity and social organizations is imperative and requires that facilitators
and/or project coordinators personally and thoroughly explain the purpose
of the program. Iis always a good idea to design and print flyers and/or
brochures explaining the'workshops and to distribute these to employers,
minority women and other interested people. Make use of public !rvice

announcements and radio and TV spots, as well as other media resources such
as newspapers, to publicize your workshops. Once you have successfully con-
ducted one workshop, participants' word of mouth will also provide your program
with-good-publicity.

Stanlie M. Jacksd

Editor

viii
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NOTE TO THE FACILITATOR

Facilitator

This manual:contains materials for participants as well as-for'facilitators

of the Management Basics Workshop. Those materials intended solely for

use'by facilitators are so labeled. All other materials (the'sheets not.

marked "Facilitator") are intended to be photocopied in quantity for use

by participants' during the workshop. .

A,
* It is recommended that faOlitators provide each participant with a note-

.

bOok made up of copies of the relevant pages of this manual. Facilitators

should prepare these participant notebooks well in advance of the workshop

and distribute them during Session I.

2
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INTRODUCTION

Facilitator'

Management Basics for Minority Women is a six-session (14-hour) workshop.
It is designed for minority women who are in nonsupervisorY positions or
new to the work force and who are concerned-with-advancemet into management
positions,. It should be-presented.as one of three workshop specifically
designed 'to meet the needs of eMployed minority women.

The Management BaticsmOrkshop-eMphasizeS, three, important a eas. The first
-tWo-SessiohS, hourgi, are devoted to the development of to unication
skills. The second two sessions (5 hours) are devoted to the development
of dedisio6=makingSkilli. The final two-sessions (4 hours) are concerned
with the-areas of working with peciple..

This ,workshop has..at least four learning!objectives. Upon completion of
theworksh4, paytifipantt-ThailThiire: -1

\

.

1. -Basic :knowledge Of theelements-of Management.

'- L Awareness and insight regarding the social and interpersonal dynamics
affecting'minoritymomen'in employment.

.

3 The ability to-apply principlesl.and_process in-decision making.....

4% Increased kr:low-deo and .self-awareness, in Communication and inter-
adtibh_withbthers'. ,

The,gbals',-of thWworkshop-are tbproyide_kinority' Women-with an opportunity
WbecOme,awareoi. basic,qualifieatiO0S-for_kanageMeni,poSitions and to begin
assessing their own qualifications for Management: The workshop provides
participants with ah-bpportUhity-to,begin to determine if they-hAVe-manage-,
ment:potehtial and if they are intereSted'im,OursUing-atareer in management.

. f
thebf the -interesting hidden goalsAby-producti)-that-develop-outof these
WorkshoptiS the_growth of aPeet:igrouP_SUPPorX.Itetwork. Participants_Share
'experiences from-their.areaS of emOlOymentandsharethe experience of the
WOrkthbp:. They are encouraged to keep in-touah-witireaCh other and to pro--;
-vide each other with whatever help and/or information they can. This growing
support network, although 'at first -unintentional, has been one of the most

Akportant outcomes of 'the workshops.

Following-is an: outline for each session of-the workshop. Please note that
tOke'sessibnS-may appear to-be more.-coMplete, than others. This is because
some' sessions are devoted-to Tecturettes. -Others sessions are concerned
with interpersonal sharing and/or eieraSeS that seek to provide an experien-
tial:Activity pertinent to the theory-based-material. Processing of this
material is essential to ensure maximum learning, but it also takes a good
deal Of time.

. , .

YOU Will ,want to. provide participants with a copy of the workshop outline
.

so

,

, .thatthey can follow- the presentation and be prepared for their homework. , ,,
,assignments. ., .-

.

13
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WORKSHOP OUTLINE

Session I: Introduction and CommunicatiOn Skills

qntroduption

Welcome

'Faculty introduction

-Administrative details
Pre-workshop questionnaire
-Introductory. 'exercise_

Workshop'objectivii

Definitions

-Management_
Organizational structure
Managerial climate

Communication Skills

Definition.
Johari window
,JohnSon,Ja6kson window

HOmework

Orepare A,24iriutespeech.on organization (Choote one of
the:fOilOWing).

f. Obtain andidX14Ain:An OrganiiatiOnal chart
,2, Look at theperSOnnel-Ortifile of your organization and

determine where the women And minorities-are located
inYoUrorgAni-eAtiOh4- 1----

3. Explain,WhatyOur role is in youroroAnization
'Read thA.inforatiOn on,feedback

Session III 'Communication Skills (continued)

.Feedback

FacilitAtOrs'will share and explain the organizational chart of
their orgAnizations

,Speeches

TWO,minute:speechet
Feedback'

-ASSerfivenesS,in communication



Homework

Read "Overview: DeCision Making"
Complete the assignment sheet on decision-making awareness

Session. III : Decision. Making

Definition-of a Decision: Overview

Twafoptiohal appOatheS to decision making
Elements gr,decision making
"Ah,Affait'af-the,Mind"
Fateful Mistakes,

__IntetdiSOPliP4.0:_=ftailieVork

Psychology-Of decisiOlhaking-
:CategorietAif,deciSions
Levels' '6,-Volor-rpreicity,'--

ComponentS of:the-000ex Decision- Making Process
-

IdentifttheTroblm-
.SearahL, 'identify and list alternatives
Choose:th-ealternative that is the most desirable and the most
feasible' - -
_ACt on-thechoice
Evaluate (feedback):

HoMework
. '

Decision-making activities (mid-session assignment)

Session IV: Decision Making (Continued)

Review Questions

Group Decision_Making_

Decision-making exercise
Desirability-feasibility chart
Group exercise

Session V: Working with People

Review.

Panel Discussion: Managerial Women"-

Pr6blems encountered by minority women in managerial positions
Effective methods of coping with these problems (and ineffective
methods of coping withthese problems)
Advantages and disadvantages of minority women
Advice tawmen who aspire to management'positions

i0



',Session VI: Working with People (continued)

Feedback.on Panel Discussion.

Summary

Validation exercise
Workshop evaluation form
Workshop objectives

,c
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WORKSHOP TIME.SCHEDULE

,Session I: Introduction and Cdmmunication Skills

Introduction (45 minutes)
Definitions ,(45 minutes)

'Communication Skills (1 hour)

Session II: Communication Skills (continued)

Feedback (45 minutes)
Speeches. .(1 hour 45 minutes)

SessiOn.IIi:, Decision Makiii-g

Definition of a D6cision: Overview IT hoUr 30 minutes)
Components of the_ Complex Decision-Making Process (1 hour)

Decision Making (continued)

ReviewAuestions (1 hour 30 Minutes)
Group Decision Making (I hour)

Se.SiOn V: Workiti*With People

'Review (30 Minutes)
.Panel Discussion: Managerial Women (2 hours)

Session VI: Working wth People (cdntinued)

'Feedback on Panel Discussion, (30 minutes)
Summary (1 hour)

17
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THE LOGISTICS

Facilitator

What follows is a brief\list of things to be done by facilitators in prepara-
tion for the workshop. Be sure to see-the note.on page 1 regarding the
preparation of participant notebooks.

Six Weeks to"One Month'Before:

Mail brochure and application forms to potential participants and/or..-

personnel officers of major businesses and organizations in your, com-
munity. ,

i

Contact local newspapers, radio and TV to publici\ze the upcoming workshop._

\Contact professional minority women and ask if the would consent to
serve as isole models for a panel discussion. (See Session V.)

Two Weeks Before:

Mail conftrmatior letters to participants. Include a reminder about
dates,'time and plaFe.

Compile workshop materials:,

Workshop -outline
.Participant notebooks
Name tags

C.E.U. registration forms (if applicable)
Pre-workshop questionnaire
Workshop evaluation form

.One ..Week Before:

Compile a participants' list, which should include name, address, phone,
payment information and a place to note attendance. (It is important
t,onote attendance'if C.E.U. certificates are to be awarded at the
OmpletiOn of the workshop. Participants should attend at least five
of the six sessions to receive a-C.E.U. certificate.)

Make sure all materials are ready.

Suggested Number of Participants:

One facilitator works most comfortably with a maximum of fifteen par-
ticipants.

Two facilitators work most comfortably with a maximum of,twenty-five
participants.

I



First Week of-the Workshop:

Mail confirmation letters (see Session V) to role models.
Include a reminder about date, time and place and reiterate the purpose
of the role. models' remarks.

Fifth Week of the Workshop:

If applicable, prepare C.E.U. certificates for, workshop participants. \NN''

Prepare a list of participants' arid facilitators' names, addresses and
home and office phone numbers. Make-enough, copies to give to partici-
pants during the sixth session of the workshop.

One to Two Weeks Following the Workshop:

Facilitators meet to,share workshop evaluations and to discuss any
changes (additions or deletions) that should be made.

Send thank-you, notes to the role models, along with an honorarium
for their services (see Session III).

Make Contact with participants, if possible (see Note, p. 71):'

10



Facilitator

WORKSHOP PRELUDE

IfyoU are like most trainers /facilitators, you will find yourself

excited about the challenge of beginning a newworkshop. By now you, will

have invested a good deal of time on preparation--reading,-taking notes,

compiling participant notebooks, and tending to publicity and other adminis-.

trative- details. You are probably wondering if you remembered to do

everything or if you should have done something....else. You may also be a bit

nervous about such unknown variables as who the participants are and how

they 'will respond to you and the workshop. 6-

We have found that it can be reassuring for facilitators to be on hand

early for t-e-first session_ of the workshop. This will provide.you with an

opportunity to t::;.;4that-theToom is comfortably arranged-and-to put on

the coffee pot (if one is available). But mast-important, you will be there

to greet participants warmly as they arrive.. Ask each particiOantto-put

-on a name tag as she comes in. It .As_helpful to remember that participants

are probably just as nervous as 'you are, if not more so.

O
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Facilitator

SESSION I: INTRODUCTION AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS

INTRODUCTION

Facilitators should begin Session I 6 welcoming all participants in a
manner that-will encourage the developMent of a relaxed atmosphere for the
workshop. Facilitators should introduce themselves individually to putici-
pants as they'arriveand More fully to the group later. In keeping with
developing a relaxed atmosphere, participants and facilitators alike should
refer to each other by first names.

If applicable, spend the first few minutes of tha session taking care of
administrative - details, such as filling out C.E.U.,registration forms
(nedeSsary, for'awarding C.E.U. certificates upon completion of the workshop)
and passing ,out participant notebooks. 'Be sure participants are seated in
a Circle. Ask participants'to spend a few minutes completing the pre- workshop
questionnaire, and collect these forms as participants finish them.

At this point, facilitators should again introdUce themselves to participants.
Thete introductory remarks should include information on employment back-
ground'to establish legitimacy and credibility; they should also help
partitipants begin to relax with you and begin to perceive the workshop as.
a safe place for self-disclosure.

Following is'-an example of a facilitator's introduction:

_
.

My name'is Mary Smith. I am presently employed.at the Department of
Social Services as a Staff DeVelopment Specialist and'Superyiso-rof
Social Work Training. Previously I was employed at the County Mental
Health Center as a Psychiatric Social Worker for 4 ears. Before that,,
I was-employed for 2 years at theiHuman Rights Commission as a Human
Rights Specialist. I was also an Assistant to the Director of Community
and Child Studies at the Child Guidance Center for 2 years. I hz
held both management and nonmanagement' positions during my career.

I am married and the mother,of two sons, 10 years, old and 4 years old.
I am required.to do quite,a bit of travel in my job, so I do experience
some difficulties juggling the demands of home and career. Tcday, for
example, I presented a new statewide training plarfto the management
team at work. I have worked diligently on this task for the past week.
The-plan was well received, but my family is-awfully tared of soup and

dwichesl my laundry is piled high and I haven't set my hair in over
a w e .

Then move on to the participants' introductory exercise. Instructions for
this exercise sh ld'be written on the board as the facilitators verbalize
them. Ask each par icipapt to state:

Her name
Her place of employm



Her ,position (job titles are appropriate, but ask participants to
share' specifically what they do)

Something.of interest about herself
Her expectations of the workshop
Her name (again)

This exercise is designed to help break the ice. It helps to initiate the
process of self-disclosure among participants. Although there are many
introductory exercises that could be used in pace of this one, it has been
chosen because it also serves as a means to begin workidg on communication
skills. If, facilitators are familiar with another exercise that would serve
-this purpose, it could be substituted.

At the completion of the introductory exercise, facilitators should spend a
few minutes briefly explaining the workshop objectives. Upon completion of
the workshop, participants should have:

1. Basic knowledge'of the elements of manalement.

2.' Awareness and insight lgarding the social and interpersonal dynamics
affecting minority women in employment.

3. The ability to apply principles and procets in decision making.

4. ,Increased knowledge and self-awareness in communication and-inter-%
action with others. .

Facilitators should then spend a few minutes explaining theirr expectativs.,-
of the workshop and /or establishing workshop ground rules. Expectations'r
ground 'rules should include the following:.

.

1. All sessions will begin on'time. There may be times when partictr,
pants are unavoidably detained, but they will be expecte to come
n quietly so as not to'disturb' the other participants.

2. C.E.U. certificates can be awarded-only-to-partic-ipants __-
attended at least five of the six sessions.

3, Participants will be expected to complete assigned readings and
homework activities, although there, will be no exams and although
they will not have to turn in their assignments.

Facilitators may also take this time to establish a smoking policy and a
break policy. If possible, facilitators may to keep a coffee pdt going
and let participants know they are free to get coffee (or tea) whenever the.%,
tOsh to do so.

DEFINITIONS

Facilitators should then spend,time defining management, organizational
structure and managerial climate, using the definitions, found in the
participant materials as a basis for this lecturette.

*
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Facilitator

It is important that cilitators carefully demystify the concept oF management.
Be sure definitions ar understandable and familiar. Share with:'participants
examples of_management in-which they may have been involved, e.g., home,
church;a6r social organizations.

-4 -"-

Try to use a common or familiar example as the terminTIW:fs-b-eing-defined:-------
One useful example could' be the church, as many minority women are frequently
;involved with religious institutions. For example, facilitators could point
out that thechurch's human resources include the membership, the choir,
the usher board, etc.; that tithes aid offerings are its financipl resources;
and that the Building and any machinery or equipment could be the material
resources.

The church is alsoa useful example when you are explaining organizational
structure. Help participants to recognize the various components of the
church's management and how it affects church activities and atmosphere.
Encourage the participants to share experiences and examples'

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Facilitators should then move on to a lecturette on communication skills.
Tie Management Basics workshop contains a section on communication for at
least two important reasons:

1. The development of good communication,skills increases opportunities
for minority women to enter management positions.

2. Minority women have indicated, fn response to the needs assessment
survey and other workshops, the need to develop good communica-
tion skills:

The following Johari window* is the basis for this lecturette on giving
and receiving feedback and the concept of self-disclosure:

s-c w3 -C
o 4.2co

Known to Self Unknown to Self

AT--

Public Arena

-B-.

°

.

Blind Spot .

0

C.

Private Area

D.

,

Unconscious Area

*"The Johari Window:- A Model-for Soliciting and Giving Feedback," by
Phillip C. Hanson in The 1973 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators,
John E. Jones and J. William Pfeiffer, eds. (San Diego, Calif.:
University Associates, 1973), p. 115. Used with permiss;on.
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Facilitator

Defined as the Public Arena: This area designates information that is known
to self and known to others. This information is generally of a nopthreaten-
ing nature (e.g -u, "I have on a blue shirt today"). As the level of trust
of self-disclosure increases, this pane becomes larger (e.g., "! am the
mother of two sons").

Pane B

Defined as the Blind Spot: This area designates information that is known
to others but unknown to self. When a person receives feedback regarding
the Blind Spot, the Public Arena increases (e.g., "Your slip is hanging").

A.

Public' Arena

1 B.

Blind
Spot

C. D.

Pane C

Defined as the Private Area: This area includes information that is known
to self'about self but is not shared with others, unless done so by choice.
The sharing of private information (self-disclosure) occurs more readily
as the level of trust toward others increases. This area requires that one
take risks in sharing personal information (any personal information, opin-
ions or feelings may be used as an example in this area).

O

Deffiiid-i§-the-Undonscious Area: The information contained in this area
can represent latent potentialities, childhood memories and unrecognized
resources. This area will always exist because people are never totally
aware of themselves. Soliciting and receiving feedback may bring things
in this area to a leyel of self- awareness.;

The focus of this lecturette should be on giving and receiving feedback
as a means of reduCing the Blind Spots and increasing the Public Arena
selves. Communication with others becomes clearer if information is shared
in the form of feedback.

16
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Facilitator

The ohnsonrJackson window* is a modification of the Johari window:

Kilown to

Dominant
Group

Unknown to
Dominant
Group

Known to
Minority Group

Unknown to
Minority Gror7

A.

Public Arena

B.
N,

Blind Spot

C.

Private Area

D.

Unconscious-Area

The basic theme of the panes is consistent with that of Johari's window.
Howeyer, the issues of race and sex-are addressed in regard to how minority
women.perceive themselves and how others perceive them. .

Pane.A#-- Public Arena

An example.of this could be'a Black woman's wearing a red dre. This
knoWledge is, of course, known to the minority woman and to other members
of-dominant and minority groups who see her. What may be unknown'about
this example are the perceptions and/or-stereotypes of theailTWint group
regarding a minority female's wearing the color red. It is'entirely pos-
sible that her attire, could provoke a negative reaction and/or negative
feedback-

Pane B - Blind Spot

The Blind Spot may be illustrated by using the same example cited earlier
regarding someone's slip hanging. However, the perceptions of the dominant
group regarding a minority female's grooming habits or neatness may be
biased by Sereotypes and racial prejudice.

fl

Pane- C - Private Area

Two examples 'come to mind as illustrations of information known to self
or known to members of a minority group, but unknown to members of the
dominant group:

*Designed by Cecilia Johrison, Supervis3r, Social Work Training, Iowa
Department of Social Services; and Stanlie Jackson, Coordinator, Minority
Women's Project, Drake University.

ti
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Facilitator

1. The traditional New Year's Day meal of chitterlings and black-eyed
peas in the Black community.

2. The preparation of Capirotada (a type of bread pudding) by Mexican-
Americans as a replacement for meat during,the Lenten season, . .

This information may be perceived negatively by members of the dominant
group. Racial prejudice and stereotypes have traditionally been underlying
factors in the occurrence of negative feedback from dominant to minority
groups. The result has been damaging to the identity,and self-esteem of '
minorities; it has been equally damaging to members of the 'dominant groups

Pane D - Unconscious Area

This area remains the same. It is assumed in the area of minority/dominant
corelationships that many interactions are dictated by conscious and uncon-
scious material. Much of this material is oftenliegated or verified via
feedback and open communication. The history of negative communication
and.feedback occurring between minorities,and dominant Others indicates
a great amount of risk in sharing feelings, opinions and perceptions in
the form of feedback. Only through,increased awareness on the part of
both minorities and the dominant group can minorities take full advantage
of opportunities in managing oth9rs.

Facilitators should encourage participants to share thoughts, questions and
examples regarding both the Johari and the Johnson-Jackson windows. Both
illustrations. provide good stimulation for participants regarding the issues
of communication, feedback, interpersonal relationships and working in a
white, male-dominated work force.

HOMEWORK

Review the participants' homework assignments--preparing a 2-minute speech
and reading t4e information on feedback--as described in the workshop
outline.

S.

0.
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- PRE-WORKSHOPAKSIIONNAiRE

:Please complete the.
.

following questionnaire.

NAME: .'DATE

'ZIP -CODE

HOME.-PHONE-- y. WORK PHONE.

,:-IMARITAL-STATIP-TO*K45,01:-
.

.inarried- '.widowed=, ;separated:-.

--i0ERE.---.ARE_- YOU PRESENTLY-.:EMPLOYED?.. :

wHAT,Is-YouR-WORKT.
. . .., ,,_ .. ...

goutAtIONAL.IEvEL ATTAINp-toleck one):: 4ii-gli,SChO011 . .,._ 2-year College
.:.or:---Certifliate-.. :-...:-.. ..4,Year ;college. . , ._:Master ',s-: Ph.11. . . .

, . ,.. . , ..., ,, ......,... . . .. . ..

COMPARE ,YOUR SE LF T, O TH E` A. VE- R AG.
,

PERSON :

.

;I N: ;OU R SQ C I E. T r

..
l, e : 'g., '!MUCH4LIKE A

'FERSOWwpOA,HTOH;,tHooL:EDUCATION9' IN THE!FOLLOWING- 'AREAS:

3. Arti-StiCValent:

Organilationa).

5, Writing .ability:.8

.,Athletic

.Low. 'Aiieraqe-

WHAT KINDS OF -XNOWLEDGE DO YOU-HAVE, DIFFERENT FROM THOSE OF THE AVERAGE PERSON?



WHAT HAVE 'YOUNDE A THORDUGW-ATTEMPT AT- DOING; ONLY- TO DISCOVER -YOU'RE=

=NOT_,GOOD ;AT, IT?

HOW DID. YOU, FIND OUT ABOUT THIS WORKSHOP ?

Please write a personal statement expressing why, yoU want to take thiS'Work-
op. Please include in your statement where you feet you are:now and how

you, think the self-atseSsmentarid training. will be helpful to you.

,io

\..

1



S.

OVERVIEW: MANAGEMENT

Hyman'beings work togetherily'groUps, such as 'organizations, companies,
industries, institutions, agencies and bureaus. All groups have leaders-
-either assigned or natural. Leaders-are Called managers (especially in
business and indUstry) and they are what makes a group move ahead.

Management is the "organ" Of-readerStifp, direCtion and, decision making, in
our-social institutions. It is also.the,coordination.of the human resources,'
materials, method and machines-needed-to-reach a stated objective.

The role of the manager is to maximize resources, both material and human,
with which he or she works. Its also to create a climate for a group's
resources-to grow-in yalue and. use.

- Accomplishment of \these tasks requires the manager to possess the following
skills:

Communication skills
DeciSion-making skills
The ability to work with people

GENERAL CATEGORIES. OF MANAGEMENT

Top Management refers to activities concerned with policies, objectives and
overall lines of control for an entire organization. Top-management pro-
vide§ Policy and communicates to Middle management about long-range plans,
targets, bukats and new directions. Sometimes top managers are'referred
to as:

Administrators (especially in national or local public services)

Executives (especially in corporations)

These terms are often used interchangeably;` thus, their meanings have becopie.
unclear. All top managers, however, are, involved with decision making and!
policy formulation.

Middle Management consists of group leaders responsible for carrying out
and.implementing top-management decisions. They interpret policies and:
long;....rabge,gOals and conYert them into instructions. This is the framework
.followed 'by line superviSors. They have executive responsibility for plan--
ging, 6rganizing, budgeting and authorizing materials, equipment, personnel
or other resources as needed.

1
See Peter F. Drucker, Management: Tasks, ResponsUilities, Practices
(New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1974). Also see Irene Place and

--Sylvia-P-lumer,-Women---in-Management (Skokie, Illinois: VGM Career
Horizons, 1980).

99



Supervisory Management has the main responsibility to get produciion. To
do this, they act as a communication link between production workers and
middle management. Their role is similar to that of a teacher. They make
sure workers know what is expected-of them, that they have. the necessary
tools for their work, and.that they know how to use them. They also keep
work schedules, train replacements, counsel and motivate workers, and try
to maintain a happy Wprking environment for the production group.-

Line Supervisors usually come up through the ranks; therefore, they are
more production oriented than planning, organizing or controlling oriented.
Usually, line supervisors understand the environment and point of view of
production workers better than they do the language, activities and point
of view of management. (Lots of women are in this position.)

22
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MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES*

=Setting; objectives-
=identifying, functions
-4eVeloOinglindiVcidUals-
delegatin'g duties.
enStiring,-acCOuntability

ce,i4r,Se of ,action- t hit- leads to 'a future goal-

,-.-authdritY .

=ihea4, of- Mea,SuriliC,progress

:Staffing:

'fiker:procesSeS Oat- altmanagerS:'must-have-a goOd2g-rasp of might include
such . , .

. ,

H#4"iif9;40:4154.L4-to' 40014 0.100tIYO
Being able to -build. a plan t0,--Oitilebent their ,goalS; interrelating
their -goals with those: of :others:

3. Being:, capable of effeCtiVe,cOMMUnliationS:t especially with people,
but sO viri .ant 6)741' presentati .

BeingAble-to,resOlve-or balanCe conflitts among work, interests
and:,peOPle

5. Being -good- at problein solving in alb its phases, with work processed
on OPP" :problems.- _-

6. Mak:ingAojalaneed-decisionsmaking them carefully, weighing the ithpor--1-
element and -.generally -using good judgment.

4.

7. Being able to-determine priorities with flexibility, to change them
as needed.; and to stick with them when necessary.

*-
Ad#pted.-rrom Irene,PlaCef,and Sylvia Plummer, Women in Management (Skokie,

-.V6M_ Career Horizons, 1980) and Breakthrough: Women into
Management bt!Rosalind Loring and Theodora -Wells *1972 by Rosalind
Loring-and: Theodora kilt. Reprinted by perMission of Van Nostrand Rein-
hold New York.
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Managerial Climate*.

Rationale: It is important to understandpatterns of organizational climate.

These underlying philosophies affect company policies, attitudes, behaviors,

opportunities for.change and advancement possibilitids. Understanding the

managerial climate is particularly important for women is they move both

individually and collectively througlithe organizational structure. Knowing

the organizational climate in 'which one is_woking can assist one in ke-

'doting where difficulties will occur, where maneuverability is possible

andthe kindsof opportunity that women will have to advance in management.

Organizational Climates

1. :Exploitative: .Makes -maximum use of, people, with minimum concern for

2. '' Paternalistic: InSUreS that the top, person (*like father) knows what's
good.for'people and keeps the-prerogative:to decide.

3. Consultative: Occurs -when-people;, bethApen-ind' women, are encouraged to
and.:to -be DeCisidfilniking is centrally held,

but considerations given to. the ,experience 'and expertise of those

77401elldWthe-fUnctiOn,invOlved:

.Egaliterfen:',Mears,eAch-acdordin4:to,his or her abilities in organize-
tionalprocesseS. Both men. and WOmen-hive-thore impact,, hrough using
their cmPetence:kniicreitivitY-andthreugh ParticiOating in decision
making;' which .0.diffUSed-tnrOu§hciUt.the organization. This climate

,is more COOrdinated.than_Contr011ed -at t!nestOp.
t

Organizational-climate concepts can also be applied to departments or smaller

operating groups. An egalitarian manager, may, when possible, be a "buffer"

between her subordinates and her.bosses: It is also possible for authori-

tariantarian persons toAie managing inan egalitarian organization.

from Breakthrough: Women into Management by RoSalind Loring and Theodora,
Wells. q1972 bylbsalind Loring and Theodora Wells. Reprinted by
perMissionsof Van Nostrandileinhold Company, NeW York.



McGregor-'.s Theory. X and Y*-

RatiOnale: As managers begin to understand why people work, the right

environment can be set for maximum productivity. It is also important to

develop-a:personal leadership style from-the information, insights and

beliefs held about people. What is believed about people will affect the

attitude-toward other people.

McGregor believes'that the manager's behavior is influenced by his or her

basic beliefs and'assumptions about people. These beliefs are represented

by two polarities:

:Theory X_ Theory

,.People dislike work.

People. must be coerced, con-

trolled, threatened and
punished.

People prefer to be directed;
they Want security above all
else.

'People expend effort naturally
at work as.well as.at play.

People exercise self-directicin
and self-contrOitoward objec-
tives to which they're committed.

People commit themselves to ob-
jedtives for inner rewards and
-self-esteem.

People seek responsibility..

People use.imagination, ingenu-
ity and creativity.

The somewhat negative i.;!lhavior the Theory X belief produces a tense,

restrictive, controlled, "cover your tracks" atmosphere. The Theory Y

belief creates openness, a willingness to Work together and to try new

ideas, and often assists employees to develop unknown resources.

*From The Human Side of Enterprise by Douglas McGregor. Copright © 1960.
Used with the permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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"'Known
to,

Others'

Unknown.

Others

. jOHARI WINDOW*

Known to Self Unknown to Self

.

Public Arena Blind Spot
-

. .

.
Private Area Untonscious Area

Known to:
.1,Dominant.

,.Gr'OUP`

.

.Unknown: to
DOMiliant-

JOHNSON-JACKSON WINDOW

Known to Minority- Group Unknown toMiiiiirIty-Group---

;

:Public:,--Af'etia.
. . .

. .

Blind Spot
.

PriVate Area

,

'UndonscidUS Area
.

. .

_:'_See The Johari WindoW:. A.tyloder for .Soliciting and Giving Feedback," by
-Phil 1 ip;..C. <Hanson in The .1973= AntUal, HandboOk for 'Group Facilitators,
JOlik,E.- Jones :and J. William _Pfeiffer; eds. (Sari Diego, Calif..: -University, .._ J.

,..p.
,,ASSOCia`tes,- 1973). Used 'w-on.

':,
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FEEDBACK*

'Feedback is one' tool for understanding ourselves and gaps in our communica-
tion with others. Getting feedback is one way to learn more about our impact
on other-peoPle: what they perceive Us to say or do and how this affects
them. It is thus an essential part of personal development. 5opetiMes we
assume,we know about how others see. us, bUt our assumptions may be incorrect.
Women in organizations indicate that they have to be particularly .ctive in
-seeking feedback frOM peers and-managtrs, because to often they are given

Aerieral comments like"YoU!re doing fine" that neither indicate exactly
iwhere they stand nor identify directions for iMOrovemerit. Sometimes the

vague.back pat by a manager-masks the manager's town inability to tell the
woman honestlyhow she is deing.and,how she is seen. In a number of organiza-
tions in which women- are breaking'throughinto'previouSly,a11-male areas,
they are encountering subtle-resist-Andes-so that-often they are-the last
-to knoW,...unliss_ they -actively seek feedback from other:. One woman who
assumed -her manager'SfriendlineSs,Meant,She was "doing just fine", was fired
upon returhingfromA. VacatiOn-and-OnlYthen learned that she had been the
subjectof considerable- disdussion at management meetings. The-lack -of feed-
back,gaVe her:ne-hint-of-the impending ffrinuand no opportunity to learn,,
change, or improve her Performance; withholding feedback can-thus be one ,
way that System'', can hold women back. For all of these reasonsit is impor-.
tant that we'ht tomfortable with actively taking initiative in seeking feedback?

1. We need to know what.good feedback is and how to help those araind us
give it to us. We can becime receptive to feedback and skilled in
evaluating and using the feedbadk we.do receive.

2. Giving if.egitiack is 15kewiSe important because it is an essential part
of communications, for it permits the others to discover both strengths
and weaknesses and it helpsiall.partiez in a relationship to adjust to
one .another and to improve their understanding.

Feedback includes skills in both confronting and supporting. Confrontation
involves directly pointing out to another person a discrepancy in his or her
behavior: between stated intentions and actual behavior, between promises
and performance, or between expectations and output. It involves the abil-
ity to be aware of lick of fit between words and actions, situations and
appropriate behavior, performance.objectives and actual performance. The
little boy in the children's story who pointed out that, the emperor had
no clothes on was very effectively confronting a group of people with their
own blind spots or willingness to be fooled. People as well as whole systems
may be confronted with the_myths by-which they are operating. But confronta-
tion is only one-half of the coin; without supportive behavior it can be a
dangerous strategy.

*Reproduced by special permission from NIL Institute for-Applied-Behavioral
Science, "Feedback," from NTL Women and Management Lab, Arlington, Virginia,
February 1975.
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Support involves taking the needs and situation of the other into account,
pointing out the good as well as the bad, choosing to confront at that time
when the other is ready to hear the message. Support does not mean-that we
hide our perceptions or let the people continue to believe that the emperor
is clothed because that will keep them happy; it does mean calibrating the
message to the ears of the receiver. It also means leaving people with some-
thing on which to build,.sbmething positive, and demonstrating genuine concern
for the effects of the feedback. -Women have traditilnally been socia!ized
to give support alone, without confrontation, but both skills are critical.
Some men who voice.concerns about working for or with women are afraid that
women managers will be too gentle and not confronting enough, that they will
not be critical and therefore not provide others with feedback that will aid
their growth. On the ,other hand, some men also say that they are afraid
that women in power will only confront and not support, as a way of "paying .

men back." Learning to give good feedback can be absolutely essential for
women in management positiohs.

Characteristics of helpful feedback:

1. It is descriptive rather than evaluative. Describing one's own reaction
leaves the other individual free to use it or not use it as he or she
-sees/fit. Avoiding evaluative language reduces the neN! for the other

defensively.

2. It is specific rather than general. Specific items of behay. r are in-
clOded 'rather t1an general labels or judgments. The more actual incidents
or bits Of behavior that-can be described, the more useful the feedback.

3. It takes into account the needs of the receiver. Feedback can be destruc-
tive when it serves only our needs and Fails to consider the needs of
the person on the receiving end.

4. It is directed toward behavior the receiver can control. It is very
frustrating to be told about something over which we have no control.

5. It is solicited rather than-imposed. Feedback is more'llseful when the
receiver has himselfT herself.,formulated the questions or issues
around which he or sh wants feedback, or has-agreed that this is the
time and place in which\the receiver wants feedback. Effective managers
often define in conjunct-Pon with their employees the issues for which
feedback is desirable.

%
6. It is well-timed. In general, feedback is most useful at the earliest

opportiWITT7TFEr the behavior o \event toward which it is aimed. (Of
course, timing also takes into account the needs of the receiver, his
or her readiness to hear it, etc.) lut stale feedback is sometimes
worse than no feedback at all, becaue past history cannot be undone;
only if past behavior and events have elevance to present behavior or

*present feelings should they be dredged bp as a source for feedback.

. It is checked to ensure clear communication. The receiver is askedifT
he or she understood the message, 'perhaps is sked to indicate what he
or she heard and if this understand-41'g corresponds to what the giver of
feedback had in mind.

On \
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8. Other sources of data are taken, into account, to learn about the degree
to which the feedback ,is shared by others or represents only one person's

.biases. If the feedback is given in a group, both the giver and receiver
can check out what-other people saw and felt._ If feedback is given in a
one -to -one, situation, a third party may be asked to be ffisent; this
occurs routinely in performance appraisals in many companies.

9. The giver of feedback is aware of his or her own values and emotional
states and how these might be affecting his or her reactions to the
other.

Getting good feedback can make use ofheeame guidelines:

1. Asking for description rather than evaluation: "What did I do that made
you feel that way?" "What did you see that made you feel I was ?"
"How did that make you feel when I ;

. Asking for the specifics, the details of what the_other saw-or-heard:
Probing for more specific information.

3. Letting the other person know ofjour needs. Checking out what needs of
the giVer of feedback are in operation in this situation. Indicating
how the feedback is making us feel, whether we can continue or need to
Stop, what other kinds of information would be helpful.

.s 4. Indicating what the limits of our control might be, what aspects of
situations we have no control over.

5. Helping to shape the issues for which we'want feedback or can accept
feedback.

6. If feedback is not forthcoming after important events or behavioral risks
for which we want feedback, routinely to seek it ourselves to ensure its'
timeliness.

7. Checking with the giver of feedback to make sure we understand the mes-
sage, that what we hear is what she or he intended.

8. Asking others for their impressions, in order to check the feedback with
other sources of data: "Is this one person's impression, or do others
see me the same way?" These additional data can help us to decide whether
we want to do anything about the feedback, whether change is indicated.
It isalso a way of putting the feedback in perspective, to see it as--
part of a larger picture, and thus to decrease our emotional vulnerability
to every small piece of feedback.

9. Be hg awareof how the other person's values and emotional states may
be shaping his or her feedback, and thus making a judgment about how to
use'the-feedback and how much of it to assimilate.

Sometimes the giver of feedback perceives himself/herSelf to be taking a
graVe risk, with unknown consequences, particularly if the feedback is negative
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or confrontative. Ironically, sometimes the giver needs reassurance more
than the receiver. of a negative message. Women, are often trapped in these
binds, on both ends of the feedback situation:

-- on the receiving end, when men hold back their feedback for fear that the
woman will "fall apart" or from discomfort with the greater readiness

with which some women shotheir feelings; these men need to be shown that
the woman really does desire feedback and is ready to hear it, even if
it is difficult, and is ready to aid in making it helpful. Sometimep a
woman may have to ask many, times for feedback before people around her
will believe she really wants it or will feel comfortable enough to give
it. (Men in organizations at the present time seem more likely to want
to protect women from tough messages than to deliver them.)

-- on the giving end, when some women apologize for having negative feelings,
indicate their own discomfort at "criticizing" or "confronting" another
and subtly indicate that they want to be sure they'll still be loved
after delivering a difficult message: This, however, defltcts the re- ,

.ceiver's attention from the feedback he OFshe is receiving, from the
realilearning that could 6e-occurring, and concentrates it on the giver.
One consequence might be that the receiver will be, unlikely to seek feed-
back from the giver again. A more effective set of behaviors involves
learning to giVe feedback unapologetically and to remind ourselves that
the other person may be unlikely to "love" us for it at the raiment.

38
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SESSION II: COMMUNICATION SKILLS (Continued)

FEEDBACK

Facilitator

Part-of thellomework assignment froM the. first session was to read the in-
formation onifeedback,' At the beginning of Session II, the facilitators .

shoyld spend-about 15 0'20 minutes summarizing this inforttetion, making
sure that participants thoroughly undeestand the concepts of confrontatiOn
skills anciSupportive behaviorana how-'they are interrelated.

FacilitatorS-should7alto.preSent the .concept of feedback-in the context of
the-tWowindoWS Pohari and Johnson'- Jackson), distLissedin,ISessicin I.- One'
facilitator might receiVes*feedbaCk-from the other facilitator (e.g.,
'Your slip- 'Is hahging"),,indicatingithat this-knowledge cOuld.originally be
,placed in,ttle-bOx marked .BlintISpbt,A:.e.;knewn.--to-otheisi ,unknOWn to self.
.HoWeVer,:becaUse=of thefeedback4eObess,' fhfi-knowledge'canAoW,be4laced
in the boX-marked,Publit_ATEETknown-tO=othersi knoWntoSelf_

At Itii,. pint, facilitators .may alSo want to explain how feedbac enlarges
our areas of relationiWs and provides - information that will continue
peesonal growth. Facilitators candiscuss the idea. "that the feedback tool
is alSoa tool .that 'can increase self-esteem-

Participants should then be asked to think about what they have read ancikwhat
has been discussed. Allow,5 to 10 minutes foe,questionSor, discussions.

SPEECHES

-Participants-were also given the homework assignment of writing a 2-minute
speech on their organizations. The rest of the sesiion should be devoted
to these speeches. At-this time, the feedback information. will also be used.
J

Facilitatbrs should have,on hand one envelope for each participant withher
name, typed on it. Facilitators should also_have plenty of small slips of
paper (about 3" x 5").

While each person gives her 2-minute speech, the other participants should
listen and watch, carefully so that they can provide her with feedback. '

At the conclusion,of each speech, the participants should write the speaker's
name at the toptof the small slip of paper. Mee that; they should write
down-their feelings about,the speaker's speech.

Speaker's Name

Comments

rt%
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.Facilittor

4

Commetlis should begin with the
joyedA..," etc.). They should
feel you really spent a lot/of
ipeech, would be more effectfve

word I (ur thinkf...," "I feel..
be positive and/or constructive
time preparing your speech," "I
if ypu could develop better eye

" "I en-
(e.g., "I
think your
contact").

On the backof the slip of paper, the participant should write her name and
fold the slip so that the comments are covered but the. speaker's name can be
seen.

Speakei.'s fume

Comments

Participant's Name

Fold

The facilitator should collect these feedback slips after each speech and .

should place them (unread) in the speaker's envelope. At the completion of
all speeches, the facilitator .should give each person her own envelope, el-.
plaining that each person can do whatever she Pleases with the feedback- -

she -can read it; she can use the information or ignorehe information; or,
if she pleases, she can discard the slips without reading them. Facilitators
should explain that this may be decided at home alone and that neither clRm-

ments nor what was done with the comments will be discussed again. lv

There are at least four important purposes for doing this exercise. First,
managers are often required to'give oral\reports.in staff meetingkor to give
speeches; thus, the initial, purpose of this exercise is to provide partici-
pants with an opportunity to prepare and deliver a short speech in a supportive
environment. Second, preparing the speech requires participants to do a little
research about their organizations; they begin to become aware of the positions
and numbers of women and minorities within their'organization., Third, this
eXercise gives the participant opportunities both to proyide'feedback and to
receive feedback in a supportive setting. Finally, the exercise provides
information about other organizations that participants' might be unfamiliar
with.

Ask participants to read "Overview: Decision Making" and to complete the -

assignment sheet on decision-making awareness.

410
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.
..OVERVIEW: ,ptclsroti

`Deti Sion- is the;aOt,of a gersOn,:in-OhOOsinj, -selecting: .or ,deciding .among=
yhen,,a liert-Oktakes ook:CioOses specific 'action*

ite:ipr he' 1i.'reOtifed,to.,mai*:a commitment --re5PurceS that :aannOt,
be-ireplaCed: ',,(Ex0416s-Of thege-risOuiees` of

and,''strong)y 1DeCtsfOns' :Can; -PainfUl*. eatant, or
anxiety troubling

(

Helps to you..

Ca* -teach! YOU; hoW:t jeitai,Uate,,alid use infOrmatfon- making .

JO,Or'4cci001.;;

,CAU2`..prottde:YoU;w1th,'S'ome-te-enniques by "which, you: can identify'," , a,4'..a a

zand',.explor*04201-ehAtivo....

6;(*ii44*f00'4410i1V,
Calf,,Oie-,,y04,00*,-ohtot iiyei-ryour We.

0114, to deCide effectively -can; )ead.to,,-diredtjn§ your 'life-More effective

f

a

11

*Reprintle.kwith permission frpm How*to Decide: A Guide for Women by Nellie
iumlin Scholz, Judith Sosebee Prince,, and Gordon Pet& Miller. Copyright

975 ,by 'col lege _Entrance Examination Board, New York..
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4.
. .

ASSIGtf1

on):;,;(fle-aiseibriiig)";t8;:i_lext .:sesSi

, -
. L TrYlo become particularly, aware Of your decision-making activities

.,'during,thiS,-nekt, week.' .
, .1... .

,< ,
"' , . In the<ipatebel list some of the d4cisions you make -

-i' ,--!= -1,-: ' 3. Try to .i tiCiUde-One.;,deci0Oh; iron --each.ofi the, following areas
,: . . -

lir 77.7.7-:-- ----':' : -- =', .-''tiiiieillli0§:-.406*04:1, ,.,
.. , , ....

. ,

,--*: :mide,'liefo-735-r:-after 010 691-:hgur.

i- 'e004004:':06:-yskelk;.

i4:41..:.--',,eiiCeliisii§-1:IiOcirk'uttire.-,-;t,:0iat-,,Off-!..5001*.
,-i .:-- , :--. ii --

el"

.

'teleCt,-One-,:br-More Qf your ,deciSions-ihat,yOu' *into be willing to inare,,,
and mark your choice(s) with a checkmark

tci-?-tare:

-.12
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'FaCiljtator',

SESSION ItitOOKING

.0tONITIoNF1 Aa DECISION: ,, 'OVERVIEW.

The = .

fortn,4:, .session different fro,* the :formats -ihe-first two
sessions".: 'Session= "III is delitited; to TeCturette- that prairides:-

ii.ifciii*/-1,10i*: decision4141Z.1 n9. 'ffiero' 'aro 'a- -f0vvv.ery'st tc),'hobn iiirOcOss-'fnforniatiiin froM th l'ectUr-,

.,.
1

.
Wiittoiti*ti on ?' I 0'04 '04fOrv44.:4001oped:-hy-pr. Marty. Prentice 'An-
a$4004,000:* t of n '011 Of Adotni4ratton;
:Orake,i,Pniver00; ,4§ree: 6100
from-:*ailifitittiii.:'Llniver*Ii44-FMaatei4i:S. 'degree in'educattbnat,adMinittcatiOn.
froM,'dalifOrni ''$tat.#
tional 'design= from' Ohio. State pr., Prentice. :has: 0enta(ttoor
,portion` lier,`PrOfessional, ;Caigji, in.-instructional cle=1§11.,_';Project.
Matia0MOit-'00,;;PON 'relati44. She:,WaS -the recipient 'Of a .SMall'_cgrant.:frOm,

'Pro§rat' COiiNct axPrOje4 entitled
',14,10eaeeeK*Onion, *OM ni%ttati0'1' for 1019;780., bas; .W110, one a:rnirito
-"Of itifo',64:TiO ':Comiii-** and: OtibilOod in, tno initructinnal400004

..,

:Facilitatorsatilttatiks :004*.Oe- "sessi on, -by-,'asking

i

If'portiOlA nt*-'ha i 0 ..g rYA00-#164:fofttou§ht§ they .WO4101.1 ce t9 :040frOpf:the' 60' ; prOio0 $00001t1.y-#,,00/0e:5 to 10: minutes, to..thi s- di #00101:4*17001*. i Explain
sesSi on° fOrnat:-to, ;00010040 ..44iiike;.SUtq- thgYf:01q' in-COMfOrtabl e lIsten-
1 fg:.ptsi tion: 'Tell;thiisAO'lake,itotes 'if' theYiiSh: ': .;

Os'egin-'by' :to. .refer .td' tneies.'04,OboOk ro#ori al t. On-decition
Making: 'ancU tO,.. foll6W--alOng::av YOU; le:Cture'. :6riefljireiterate the -definition'
of -a- `decision:' the, -adt :',of a pe-rtOn, in- ,choosing, selecting. dedi ding' among.,,, .. , , ,,.. . ... ..,.... ,.. , , ,, ...
several ipOSsibili tieS:. , , ,

. ._

,,

4 'T t e i :br i bf ly,e
iPla' tn- the two optional approaches to decision making as a

<- :prOOesS,'(See-partftipant "thateria14, as follows:

-Meiter4skei ter. -deei Si on :thaking

The, shotgUn,apprOaCh?to .decision,'Making, characterized as a spur-of-
theLMOMent,, dati,1 eit , ;and :emotion- laden,i on aden_ deci s ion-making process.

:not theraCteriZed as a thoughtful prticess ..)'

2. REAL 'deici s oh' Maki ng

A rational, thoughtful approach. to the decision-making process. The
.first letter of each' of the four main characteristics coincides with
the letters in the word REAL.

43
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a:. kespollsibility

This: characteristic regdires each jndividual to ask herself the
question, Who am I responsibleto whenI make a decision?"
(herself, her 'boss, her job, her spouse, her-friends, etc.).

b. Emotionalismor emotionality.
, -

1 .

Each decision must have a.sense of caring. We must care about
this decision after determining whom we are responsible to.

Authenticity--
. .

Individuals Must be. .flauthentic," or true to themselves, when
they are making a decision. This means that we must be aware
of who we ire and' what'we value.

d: Logic

This characteristic requires that our decisions be rational.

flere, facilitators might also mention that every deciSion occurs at a-point
inAlthe and then,beComes a part of the next decision-making process or cycle.

ToApti-OUcetheoryi explain that' the decisiohrMaking,:process can be similar
to *let-hunCh,m as in,the:helter-skelter-approaCh,Or itcan,be an inter-
related5WhSitEaS.inthe:REAI approach,. Tf.it-iS an 'interrelated
:hypothesis,. tenitcanAOSCribi, explain, predict. andAdide-action.

\\

Next,-401a,n-the chart that lists the four elements of decision making.
.Mention'that theseelethents havenothinTto do with the actual decision itself.

.

1. Decision maker's

Who makes the decisions? Again, emphasize the need for each individ-
ual tOlnow herself. Ask each participant to begin thinking about
her persOnal personaltty, perceptions and experiences.

2. Decision structures

.Where are these decisions being made? Are we making them individually,
in a .group or in an'organization?

3. Decision process

Can be rational or nonrational; "an affair of the mind." Here
the facipitator can digress for a few minutes to the chart that
depicts "an affair of the mind," using the following as a basis
for the leCturette. (Or facilitators can state that they will
return to this concept once they, have covered all four elements
of decision making.)

There are three components to "an affair of the mind":

44
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The ,prOCesi-of discovering, rediscovering and recognizing things:

:,Production

The.mental' use. of information: 1

;Divergent, thinking: brainstorining, unexpected, creative
deciSion-nilking.

-

2) ,toiivoilent. thinking: expected, specific short. answers.

tkerCise: 'Aik-ipaftt.ciPants, the c:itii'cliest'Way to get. froM one ;POint'
in;',your7ditY,:or town-'to` -next:, _Spend,, abOtit one. Minute ',brain-
.StOrMi ng thitYqueStien... Write. the-answers. Onfthe.,chalkboard.
ASks0011C' iPaiti,. an ,etanpl-,Of -divrgent Or'=conyergent9,

thfrki.i§i
e

. -

Exercise: *ake'belleye-rthat yOn ,are',gbin§:-to :give-,each,partioi.7.
Ask teach 1344,:itikot.. to, 'take 30,-Secon4'to list three-

-*this:.-iine$pected,':hOnni: 'Then ask.-partild,=
:pants to. hare, 'their fists7orallY-2'.(wtit0- 4eqr.on, the ,chalkboArd)
As kparticipants to determine Vhi Ch-anSWerS,,..cOul'ir be::Clastified
ai;,diiiergent tiiinking..and-yhidfrai,ciinVer,gent. thinking, and.-Why.

,4.
'Evalitatibn

The2deternrinatioti,:of the; "sUitability,&deqUacy..,or appropriateness
of the things .we--have.. di scovered, and recognized, (For exaniple',
if -yoivivera',0Sked what, you thought :WaS:thei:beit, 'holiday of 'the
Year', yetir,:cHteria.lor e,Yalitation WOultt:inClude such things
as YOtirkiq5bringing, yrdur ;family life and your- Values. Thus,
indiVidUal;ansWers to this-question could easily vary.)

4. Decision (.itself)

Present-the\last. of the four elethents of decision-making. by explain-
ing that a. decision can be routine, creative, negotiated, repetitive
or nonrecurring.

^

It is appropriate at this point, for the facilitator to discuss the conceptof pitfalls to :avoid or mistakes to avoid. Begin by mentioning that one of
the problems that seem to plague the decision-making process is that somehow,
if we make a decision, lt.might turn out to be a terrible mistake.

This, 'is what is meant by "pitfalls to avoid" or "mistakes to avoid." Some-
times people seem 'to feel that. everything depends on one de0Sion, and if
a mistake- is made, dire consequences will,result. This feel\ing makes some
people very hesitant about "decision making, and some people actually refuse
to make. any decision at all.,



--'FaiTttitor _ \- _

, IN
'Understanding,.when and why- pitfall s.-or 'mistakes could -occur can be very
6,0061 try,Ovei.cgiali30 these ,fears : if.partielPants can first think about

t - ' . 4 , r , ..

and then the following gindelines, they will be taking the first
4.4.0:444aiIi"OVercoining the _OOSObilliy- of .making fateful niistakes.

iliStakeS occur- when:-
.

.. ... .; , i

-' Wefatt:without',knoWing what our alternative, are.
lies.fati: to attempt to-anticipate or figure ut what the possible

mit-Comes.-of decisiiins-might"be.
We oVerestithateoriUnderestimate the .impOrta e of certain information.
Viiii,-,Spend. lots -- of tiMe.7:01,1ecting irrelevant' d ta
We -Make thk.proceis:IOP COMPlex--,_ 1

We procrastinate and make no .decision at all

Move on to the.,:riext,:set of .charts in-thi:partibipant aterials. Do not spend
Mud, time ofl-the-: "Interdisciplinary iFramework"-- Chart; Mention briefly that
this is justification for 'Spending 2- weeks on decision -Making during the ,....--:

:1::,.-- WorkShOp. The chart indicates "rthat the decision-makin' process can 'found
.::

.;'---:': in almOSt eliery, discipline If participants are intere ted: in pUrsuiqg, this 7A

i,- topic further, suggest that they read the bOOk-Mana eria Decision-Makin'
/Protett,,by:'c.,,-;FftriktitoOlison. i /. . .

Bo...ontOthe,-"OsycholOgy of 'Decision Making" charts This hart attempts to
d

:

-p risti s of decisiondefine Very- broadly-SOme, of the psychological Characte

. ,
,,'.i'

-,=

-*,*10,i14..
, ..-

_

. , _:,
Explain that there e-tare several-queslions-that we need to ask nd.answer about... questions
tourselves in order ftius,to:'be gdadAseditionrmakers-. \.. ..

A
1.: 'DO- Wiknow OurSelve.well.?; Do we know-othert: '(co-work rs, spouse,

families,. eteJwell1,- ,What-MakeS--Us and othersv:tick? ow do we -T

respond to things?: -Can,40,prediathoW others will respond to things? ,
t

, -.; , . ; . ,,. ,

2. -What, is- our risk-taking quotient?
. ,

fr

Some people accept risk taking very easily, while others a oid`risk
' '_taking as much as possible. Which. category do we fall into?

I
Research indicateS that many men find risk taking

,

to be both chal- y.

lenong and exciting ;:Many,-Women, on the other hand, find it A'

frightening, Or stary and :shy -0;!ay :trot* it. (While little informa-
tion' is available, it might be interesting to research the que tion
of.minority response, to. risk taking.)- V

. 1
,

Be sure to emphasize the fact that the research does not suggest
that these characteristics are innate. .Men and women are not bor
with these characteristics; instead, they are socialized into thes
roles. This means. that, with work, this ,behavior-can be modified..

'3. Do we need to have things spelled out for us:-must everything be
specific and ccinciser.ror can we tolerate uncertainty or ambiguity?

46
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;FaCilitator

S ome;:people,,need-oAave iverthi nspecificallY'spelled out foryg-
then,..while!60erS-are:les4:COncerned'aboutdetails.

FOreXaMpleiwhile-one°ieachinOtA SmaWuniversity, it is
alWaYSihtOreStIOOO-nOtetmdehtteS094estean-assignment., If,,

students are.a0ignedjoomplefe-atemijaper, some
ihaVe Veryjttile-prOblemcgOIng:rightjO,Werk.- Other students, how-
,ever',-neeCtiv4Wiminkj4001fit questions, sUch.is:=

:$0Wthe-paperi*:tYPedt or double- or
-1-10/40oi# 0010Ya:On=eaeh page? toes-the

.04per-needt&indfilde,f0thotes? lihotildjootnotes,:be:at-theboitom.
Of thOiagklir,OkiielOp'end*te§?' How=manyjhChei froth the botr:
6m.ofthe,Oage'shoUld-*..14aCe4fOotnOter ShOUld2ther0* 6°.cOver
page?: -What-shou)47go:40the-Cover page?, 'Can.you,.cpOnt'thecover
.sheetakIpagelT Arid:0-fortn.

There:are'SOme'areas-Wvihichluncertaiiity,or-ambiguitx:Cannot be/
"tolerated for-04,00e,- When:I.lyAng.an airOlane',,:the:OiTotneeds-,

tO,be.certain,°61:the:eiutjanding.prOdednreunderall-circuMstances,_

These,examOles%are ones found-:to. 00,0eful in field testing; however.,
faCilitatOrsji*mish.ia substitute 'other-ex4mples.s.

Finally,_ we alSo,need to be concerned with "defining. values and
and- the differencetbetweenrthe'twO,

Values are personal and address the question of what is important
to the i,ndiVidual. -

Ethics endompa§s the field IA phtlo§ophy and seek to place a judg:
ment on something. Organizations or groups have ethics that they
are supposed AD be committed 'to as an organization or group. It
is possible for an individual to hold values that may- differ from
her or his organization's ethics.

Moie On to the chart on categories of decision and discuss the two categories
as follow:

1. Category I decisions

Explain that these decisions are classified aeroutine, programmable
and negotiated. A definite criterion exists for the structure of
this category of decision and is proceduralized/and thus predictable.
The strategy for making this type of decision is to rely upon
already-developed rules and principles, uniform processing and
computational techniques.

2. Category II decisions

These decisions are classified as Unique, creative and inspirational.
The structure of this category is based on unknown criteria; thus,



it is' unstructured and elusive. The strategy for making this kind
of decision is reliance upon judgment, and intuition, individual
processing, and problem-solving techniques.1

er

Ask participants to look at the classifying activity on the following page. of
their notebooks. Using the information from the categories of decision,--ask
participantOo determine and Mark which decisions are routine and which are
creative and to be prepared to, explain why. Then ask participants to select
those,decisions which-they are willing to share from their homework assign-
ment (Session II) andto determine whether the decisions are routine.or
creative. Discuss the responses, making sure that the participants are clear
on the differences between the two categories.

Next, refer to the "Levels of Complexity" chart. Explain that decision making
can be. divided into three basic levels of complexity:

1. Yes/no
ry

These are decisions that require only a simple yes cir no response
(e.g., "Are you going to the movies this evening?" "Do you want
hot dogs for dinner?" you answer the phones for me while I
take a 5-minute break?").

2. More compl'ex decisions

As its name implies, this level is a bit More complex, because we are
required to think about what will occur if we say yes or no to a prOb-
lem. .(For example, "Should I get up at 5:30 each morning?" If I
respond yes, it could be because I can have a good, hot breakfast, do
my exercises and get some of my housework done. If I respond no, it
could be because I would rather sleep longer than accomplish all the'
tasks described in my yes response.)

Another example of this seCcmd level of decision making is task deci-
sions. Turn to the page on task decisions and quickly discuss the
elements involved. Task.decisions occur when someone requests help
and we're faced with responding to the request. It is necessary for
us to know what we are being asked to do, the procedures required to
do the task and what part of the procedure is creating the problem.
We must also know the procedure to complete the task and be able to
explain it, step,by step.

Exercise--After explaining task decisions, ask participants to help
you figure'out how to put your coat on. (Rules: .Pretend you have
never done this task before. Do not allow participants to touch you
or the coat. Follow participapts' instructions exactly, but in an
unusual manner. For example, if you are told to put your hand in
the sleeve, put-your hand in thebottom of the sleeve rather than
through the top.) This exercise is designed to reiterate the
elements involved,in explaining a task decision.

1

See The Managerial Decision-Making Process, 2/e, by E. Frank Harrison, p. 14.
Copyright © 1981, Houghton Mifflin Company.
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Facilitator.

a

Cbmplex- decisions 4

There are five parts to..a complex decision, which are described
in .the folloWing section, ,

COMPONENTS' COMPLEX DECISION7MAING_PROCESS

Adent-ify,-,the: problem

,WhafarejOur retOuices?
What-ar'04oUraTaiiFts?

,At!hatare,.yOUt'valUes?:
What, i f .,any, ,:ethcs cs ;are; involved?

'Search,

What, are:your alternatives?
t(istthem.

-Choose- t.

Look ,at yOUrliStofalternatives..
Ask yOurselftwo questions about each alternative on your list:

it desirable?
Is it feasible?

Choose the alternative that is the most desirableaildthe most feasible.

4. Act

After choosing the alternative that is the most desirable and-the-
most feasible, then act on it-,Or do the action required. '

5. Evaluate (feedback)
O

Ask yourselfdid it work? Why or why pot?
Then "feed" this information "back" up to A (identify the problem)

'o that you will have some criteria to use when you need to
make the same or "a similar decision again.

After explaining this process for'complex decision making, give an example,
using all five parts. You are, of course, free to develop your own example,
or you can use the following:

Example:

1. Identify the problem

What should I have for dinner tonight?
What are -my resources?

refrigerator and/or freezer
,ristaurant
grocery store

441 9



What .are .ffit.censtrai
I'm verk'hungry,- -se-1 ,want something quick and filling

:have:110y- money;- so- it has to ns
-What, :are -

thTh--Tmurishing.meal,
-----krionfattenThg,:theal ;
-Viliat,:areAy

71s7Partfcular instance--

2: Search

.What are -my alternative's? List theth:
Refrigerator leftever 'broiled 'chicken

froien-hot .dog's
baCiO:and egg$,
IpeaniitlUtter

'Restaurant - 'Kenideky.:Fried:ChiCken
:AdDenaldls. -hathbOrger

3.. Choose

, What -is both des
Restaurant

'Refrigerator

O

irabl e-,and,feas.i hie?:
- DeOrable;.becatise the.-fOod be ready quickly

nd. will <b3 filling'
Not ,fea:$3.1510;4=4a.ollcof iMOnek ,(constraint) and

.4n0".latieni4f(540al'00-'
Hot ,dOgS.,OiHoeablit not -desirable,

.either tonight
hey ;are also,=.not. foasible, because they are .

.

Bacon-and= ;Og.SI'are..hot desirable or feasible,
I ',for iiie,.sathe-2,re6sc.fWthalt.,the 'hot dogs or

.peatiiit'butfer. are JKit-
LeftoVer-ChiCketris..both:.detirable (good the

first time). and feasible (easy to heat and
nonfattening)

1 '11 go home,, heat.up' the chicken and eat it

. Evaluate

A good; hot, .nourishing, nonfattening, inexpensive meal--I'll
remember this alternative the' next time I'm in a dilemma about what
to eat

HOMEWORK

Ask participants to complete the mid-session assignment sheet.



TWO_OPTIONAL APPROACHES TO DECISIOWMAKINO:AS=A PROCESS,

Decisions are made at apoint in time. NV

lach,dedision becomes part of the next decision-making cycle:"

HELTER=SKELTELDECWON,kAKING _

(the' shotgun aPkoach)-'

,Characterized *as:

spur-of-the-moment
data-less
,emotion laden

REAL DECISIOMAKIOG
(the rational, thoughtful approaCh)

Characterized-by:-

R

E

A

L
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Elements of DecisiOfi Making

Decision makers: personal talues, personality,
perceptions, experiences

Decision structures: individual

it can explain

it can predict

.it can guide action .

.Decision Making: "An Affair. of the Mind"

'Cognition (prOcess of discovering,

tediscovering, and
recognizing)'

(mental use ,of information)

I. divergent

--Production.

2. convergent

Evaluation lthe-det!rMin4ion of the suitabil-
ity, adequacy,or appropriateness

of Oe.,thin4s.we haVe discovered
and tecOgnizedY

A.
Decision proces:

Decision:

grodp

organiiation

rational or nonrational!
"an affair of the mind"

repetitive
nonrecurring'

routine
creative
negotiated

I t

,

Pitfalls to Avoid

acting without,knoWledge,d

.1

alternatives

failing to anttc4pate probable outcomes
. , ,)

overestimating or underestimating the importante
of certain information

collecting irrelevant i formation'

- making the process too complex

- making no decision at tail
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T.ti,ifl.cisisiph:y-

iivirOnnient

Law:
'AiithrOpOlOgy

. Politicalc 'Science

Ira

`CI

From the Managerial Decision-Making Process, 2/e, by E. Frank Harrison.
COpyright, Houghton Mifflin Company.
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Psychology. of,D6Ci Si on 4Iaki ng

",-perSoptiAlity,:traftsictiai.,acter1StiCs.

Ti7790:efiti: y-fit#7

and others

Preference for -certaifity/toleranCe.-of

.7

O

-a. Values

{Philosophy:of.;Oeds.ion Making

b. Fthics.

c. Personal
Organizational

d. Personal
Organizational
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logq-siok CATEGORIES;

---Ca'tegOry. Decisions

't'cieative

1h§Oirtio114)

=Prodeaur4tizO

efiiitte 'criteria
3-I

unstructured,

elusive 3*,

unknOwn criteria

itellante-=.6pOn,rUli,arid
_

prinCipleS

ro
uniform' PitceSttng

4.1

computatiOnaf techniOes.
.

O

.
reliance. upon judgment
and intuition

individual-Trocessing

problem-solving techniques.

*Adapted from The Managerial Decision-Making Process, 2/e, by E: Frank
Harrison. Copyright 1981, Houghton Mifflin company.
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-2 4

feedback)"

IdeOtify

'2. Search

3. -Choose

4. Act

5. Evaluate
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CLASSIFYIN, :,'ACT OfY"

(Check' ii144ropriati

II rO tiv0).

iMe,t(i,get-upori a, workday

t r ute ,tc take to-woricor chool

ilhat.lprioritittsetsJor
'600.01. ntw

411:06=-4001 fete:aegtilar
report. r

'HoWto::COMpiete-reqUjred-timecadS,

:00WAO-,intst other people in
4100940

7. Now -`to. gather' regularly needed
infOrM4tion

,8. HOW to spend your long weekend time
off
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TASK ,DECISIONS

s.OMikOn,e4sk.. for help :

o yoU 'take' machine Work?"

'RoW ,d64Oulie1p,.her or him?,

1, What AS the,.ppi^.SOit-i,dally asking? I
2', Whair-ai,:e: :the iprOdedures,required. to operate the "x" machine?

l'Whi0 PtkedUre,'# the., problem?
4.. Now-;,a-0 _only now,;-Cari:,yOu -reSponth

09,,,y_O.t. knot.; Mir :each .:pi?o6edute.2:'(ta&k)- i s completed?

_ (m) igitanaiy±e' each jO04.elateprOcedure' (task) into its component
'parts 'in, Orc1017*.tiOIP:'i4hOr!"-OkliOite -4§kt for help?

1'. ..'Wat:Clij.sOMe2OnePerfOrm :the task:
2'. available
3. Talk, With::PefSotiS faMiliar with the :task.
4. Try the-:task yourself

Q. When someone asks for help, how do you decide what 'the real prob em
may be? -

1. Observe informally.
2. Request a formal demonstration. .
3. Qu6tion casually.

. 4.. Conduct 'a structured interview.

P.S. If all (..)f the above are done in an atmosphere of supportive concern,
everyone wins.
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'tIiiit551tiN'ASSONMENT

-:6$04oW

awareness of deeision-oaking activities, particularly those,
group: setting.

't .0106t,040:0150000O0 iti-iiihicOjdoh4Ve :PO:igiO4tod,, or one, that
Ico-,'64.110i.b404,04-:09:401,-..-" 0

. J ,
tiir it* tilii0-§00%ii ,c4refully-'descrOe,the event,- i pcluding-tne 'foil omi tiq;

6'§e4104':(.Offt6es, j1,91Piki''0070:11:0thor)'
-- ,

nettr 044 0-0014::40ird, IWOrking; committee; social friends,
Other .

*fie leadership- other designated pOrSOoor :persons, joint,

'The' 'participants (active, passive; volunteer, assigned; cooperative,
antagoni iti d ; other)

preparation for the decisiOn (discussion, formal report, authoritarian
"edict," other)
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.1 1.

SESSION IV: DECISION MAKING (continued)

REVIEWAUESTIONS
.

.Tacilitat6r,

Beginthis session by reviewing Session III. Agan,, briefly define a decision
as the act ofa person in choosing, selecting or .deciding, among several pos-
sibilities. Remind Participants of other topics-covered, such-as' helter-
skelter and,REAL decisions; categories of decisioni and levels of complexity
in decision:making. Answer any questions that par icipants might have at this
time.

Before moving on, elicit some feedback from partici ants on decision makingas relates,to their own jobs. Facilitators may ish to ask some or all
of-thqfdIlbwing.questions:

\- DO:you' feel you_are in a decision-making position in your job?

What-typesof-deciiions do you make?

Is it difficult fOr you to make decisions? Why or why not?

Do yOur.doti'sions affect other people? How do yoU feel about that?
tiOw do,yOu.think others feel about it?

CO you feel that being a member of a minority gro0 and/or a woman creates
a'probleM for yOu as far as decision making is concerned ?. Why? How do
you handle this?

GROUP DECISION MAKING

Ask participants to choose a problem from their first decision-making homework
'as'signment and to divide into small groups of three or foir persons each.
These groups should share the problems they have chosen and pick one problem

--to work on. In their small groups, participants should put the chosen problem
into the complex-deofsion-making diagram. They should first identify the
iproblem; next list the available resources and the constraints; and then

'idetgrmine the values or ethics involved. Next, participant should complete'
the "search': part of the diagram by listing all the alterna pies. Then par-
ticipants should determine the desirability and feasibility of each alternative
and choose the alternatiVe that is,mo§t desirable and most easible. During
this exercise, facilitators should be circulating from group to group, making
sure that instructions are being followed and answering any uestions.

Participants should come back to the large group and 'share the results of.,
the exercise. In each group, ask that participant whose problem was chosen
how she feels about .he chosen alternative. Suggest that she ct on the
problem and sharetthe outcome with the group at a later date.

The above exercise is the basis for the group decision-making component of
the workshop. Group decision making occurs when two or more people are
involved in or concerned with making a decision. It is an important process,
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Facilitator x.

since many decisions are made by more tnan one person. Also, the sum of
individual decisions does not necessarily equal a group decision.

EXaMOle:-

Alice, Betty and Carol need to decide from among three different alterna-; si

tives. Each indicates the order of preference for her choices:

First Choice Second Choice Third Choice

Alice .

Betty
A B C -

B' C A

C A. B

Alice prefers A over.B, andA over C:
Betty prefers B over -C, aridT. over A.

CarOl prefers 'C over A, and A over ,D,

At first 'grance, it may appear that A is . preferred to B, that B is pre-
ferred to:C, and that, therefOre, A is preferred tb B and C; however,
the following-chart indicates that C is preferred to A at least twice.
This.example simply proves that it is extremely dif.flcult to use logic
orvote counting to make a group decision that the geoup is'really
pleased. about.

Marty Prentice, ,Duke University College of Business, Education, and Prudence
Dyer, Drake University College of Education, have designed a desirability- 1111-

feasibility chart that simplifies and equalizes the group decision-making

process. When used correctly, it also eliminates the,posstbility of a strong
peesonalityts dominating the decision-making process of-the group.

Each participant should be provided with three copies of the desirability-

feasibility chart (see pp. 55, 57, 60). Facilitators should use one copy

of the chart to explain the procedure. The chart is divided into 25 grids.
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Each grid represents a ranking eedesirability and feasibility. For example:

A'= alternative with the higtiest desirability and the highest feasibility.

B = alternative with the lowest desirability andlhd lowest feisibility.

C = alternative with the lowest,desirability but t e,highest feasibility.

0 = alternative with the higheit.desirability but the lowest feasibility.

E = alternative that has medium 'desirability and medium feasibility.

The shaded areas indicate the followi6:

V
#1= any alternative in these four gr

desirability and feasibility.'

#2 =, alternatives iii these four grids

feasibility and desirability: f

ids would ha4e above- average

would have below-average to low

#3.= these alternatives would have below-average to low desirabllity but
above-average to high, feasibility.

\

#4 = these alternatives would have below-average to low feasibility but
aboveTaverage desirability.

Explain to participants that, to use the chart to make a group decision,\a
group would first need to identify the problem--the resources, constraints;
values and ethics. Next, the group would list the alternatives, each of
which wouldbe assigned a number. 'Each member of the group would be given
a chart upon which to position the alternatives, by number, as she or he
saw fit. Finally, the charts would be collected and a master chart prepared
by recording 'each person's tally.

For example, five people are deciding from among five alternatives. A master ,

chart might look something like this:

O

4

p
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From the tally, it looks as if #1 and #2 have the. highest ranking of
desirability( and feasibility, while #3 and #4 have the lowest rankingsin
.desirability and feasibility.

The alternative chosen.by the group as being most feasible and most desirable
is 11.

Facilitators should spend a few minutes answering any questions participants
have. Then ask participants to take out their homework-assignment *om Ses-
sion III (description of a group decision--setting, structure, leadership,
participants and preparation for, the decision).,

Divide participants into groups of from four to six persons each. Ask them
to share their group decisions-arid to pick one to work on as a group. (In-
cidentally, participants could-usi-this process to determine thedeciAon
they will work on.) After choosing the decision, the group,should,define'
the problem (constraints, resources, values and ethics) and determine the
alternatives, assigning a number to each alternative. Then each participant
should use her chart and determine her desirability - ,feasibility ranking for
each alternative. Have one person complete the master chart and,let the
group know what decision was made.

Come back to the full group and process the exercise. Facfiltators should
ask participants what they thought of the process. Ask them to reflect on
ways they could use it at work (and/or at home).

End the session by reminding participants that a panel discussion is planned
for Session V.
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:GROUP DECISION MAKING--

philosophy'

vocabuiary

personalities

tolerances

unanimous

majority

consensus

DEC-IS-If)N-MAKING

ASSETS OF GROUP DECISION MAKING*

- greater sum of knowledge or information

greater number of approaches to a problem

difcing viewpoints'to stimulate new thought

wider acceptance of final choice

- reduced chance for communication failure

- better, comprehension of decision outcome

PROBLEMS .RELATED-TO-GROULP DECISION MAKING}'

- social pressure

- acceptance of alternative solutions

- individual domination

- winning the decision

GROUP SIZEI

- odd number to prevent a.deadlock

- small enough for the reticent to participate

- large enough to allow one to shift roles

- large enough to allow one to withdraw from a
position 1

- large enough to allow majority/minority split
without isolating a single member

*From Harrison, p. 199.
. +Ibid., p. 200.

tIbid.,



.Sample situations

''Rotes .

rocesses

Climate

Norms

DECISION,STRATEGIES.WHO-YOU ARE WORKING WITH GROUPS

WHEN 'YOU 'NEEDCREATIVE DECISIONS

When generating alternatives

Heterogeneous, competent persons;
a leader who encourages creative
processes

Free discussion of all ideas brought
before the group; problem-solving
process with -full' participation;
spontaneous communication

Relaxed, nonstressful, ego-supportive;
absence of rules, procedures and
sanctions

Openness,in communication; consensus;
nbnauthoritarian

WHEN YOU NEED ,DIRECTED DECISIONS

When making selection and -plannitig decisions

Specialists and other involved-persons,
directed by a task-oriented leader or
coOrdinator

Specify objectives; interaction between
participants; focus on productivity
and goal achievement

High stress and tension levels; focus on
quality and quantity commitments and
time constraints

ProfessionaliSm; objectivity; majority;
authoritarian directiveness
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Summary: Decision Making*

A decision is not possible unless there are two or more courses of action
to take.

The individual makes each decision unique. Two people may face a similar
decision, but each person is different, and each may want a different outcome.,

A decision can be rated as critical or important:

1. If it has something to do with what you can or cannot do in the future.

2. If it affects others.

3. If it is important to you.

4.. If it is difficult to resolve immediately.

Most people say that a decision is poor if the-result is not what they wanted;
however, a_person has_ direct ,..ntrol-over the decision, not the outcome. A
good decision does not guarantee a good oUtcome, because you cannot control
the-outcome. A good decision, however,.will increase your chances of having
a good outcome.\

A good decision is one in which the skills of decision Making are used to
choose the alternatives that are best according to the decision maker's
"preferences. The "goddness",of a decision is based on how it is made, not
on how it turns out. A good decision could yield a bad outcome, and a bad
decision (one poorly made) could yield a good outcome.

*Reprinted with permission from How to Decide: A Guide for Women by Nellie
Tumlin Scholz, Judith Sosebee Prince, and Gordon Peter Miller. Copyright
0 1975 by College Entrance Examination Board, New York.
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Facilitator

SESSION 4: WORKING WITH PEOPLE

The first 30 minutes of this session should be spent on a review and summary
of the Previous' sessions of the workshop. Facilitators should encourage i

partidipants/to ask any questions or share any comments they might have about
the-workShop thus far,. If for some reason you have been.pnable to complete
any part of the previous letturettes or exercises, nowis the time to do that.

'PANEL DISCUSSION': .MANAGERiAL!WOMEN

The. last .2 hobrSOf thIS:Sessior6houll be devoted taa,panel discussion.
-Members:0 the paneT-shOUldAntlude:sUCceSsful Minority women froM.your tom=
nuOity'AIO 40-10404§01WpOgiloOs In buSineSs,10-,fte,agentieS,or educe-
tiOnalinstIt4fonS. Apanel Of four to six women is a. comfortable number

Choose your paneitstS carefully. They. should be confident and co'mpetent
managerial women, at ease with oral communication skills.

Be sure to contact potential panelists several weeks in advance, as they will
--needtdffake arrangements in their busy kheddles to accommodate you It is

not too early to call potential pane.lists-6 -Weeks to a month before the work-
shop to set a tentative_tiMe and-to be placed on their schedules. Your call
should be followed ;-by. a letter to the paneliSts during the -first week of the
werkshop. The following is an excerpt from letters that have been sent to

74

We are currently conducting a six-session workshop on Management Basics
for Minority Women. It is designed 'for minority women who are in non-
supereisory positions or new to the work force and who are concerned
with advancing into management, developing communication skills, de- .

veloping decision-making skills and working with peoliTe.

We are pleased that your schedule permits You to be our guest on
-Nate and time). Members of the panel will include (list names).

We are particularly interested in having you address the issue of working
with\people from your perspective as a member of a minority group and
as a Woman. Questions you might consider while preparing'your remarks
include\the following:

What\problems have you encountered because-you are a woman and/or
a minority group member?

What ways have you devised to cope with these problems effectively
(and\what methods have you found to be ineffective in coping
with these problems)'?



Facilitator

What advantages and disadvantages do you have as a minority group
member and/or woman?

What advice can you give to a minority woman who is aspiring to
a management position?

If possible, we would like you to limit your remarks to from 5 to 7
minutes. A question-and-answer period will follow, allowing partici-
pants an opportunity to gain additional insights.

Your letter-should conclude by reiterating the date, time and place of the
meeting. Give your phone number so that panelists can call you for further
information if necessary or can alert you to any last-minute scheduling
difficulties.

It is, of course, impossible to provide specific information about what will
occur in this session. The success of the session depends almost entirely
on the managerial expertise and remarks of the panelists and on the responses
of the participants. The role of the facilitators is to encourage discussion
by judiciously adding pertinent comments and ma king sure that all are at
ease. It is best to declare this aclosed session, since some of the informa-
tion that panelists wish to share could be of a confidential nature. If par-

ticipants and panelists are made aware of a policy of confidentiality, the
panelists usually will be more willing to share important information.,

Incidentally, this session of the workshop has proved to be Informative and
exciting, not only for'participants, but also for panelists.

(Note: Because the panelists have arranged their schedules to accommodate
you in an information-sharing session, it is nice.to try to provide them
with a small honorarium. This expression of gratitude, depending on your
budget, could range from $10.00 to $25.00. The panelists will appreciate '

this small token of thanks.)
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SESSION VI: WORKING WITH PEOPLE (continued)

Facilitator

FEEDBACK ON PANEL DISCUSSION

Facilitators should begin this session by allowing 15 to 20 minutes for
/ feedback on the panel discussion. This is an opportunity for participants

to ask questions or share thoughts ,pout the panel, after having had some
time to reflect.

C

Facilitators should next ask participants to complete the validation exercise
(seek participant materials); which is..s&f- explanatory. About 20 to 30
minutes should be spent on this exercise.

At the completion of the validation exercise, participant's should come back
to the full group. Ask each participant to take a few minutes to complete
the workshop evaluation form. Collect the forms as participants complete them.

If applicable, facilitators should award each participant a C.E.D. certificate.
Suggest that recipients might wish to make copier- of their certificates and
have them placed in their personnel files at work.

Conclude the workshop by summarizing the goals and expressing what you feel
has been accomplished. Allow time for participants to share any comments .

they might have. Before dismissal time; give_each participant a list of
the names, addresses and phone numbers of all participants.

Note: Facilitators should meet within a week or two following the last session
of the workshop to share the workshop evaluation forms and to discuss the design
and format of the workshop, as well as any deletions or additions that might
be helpful for the next workshop.

Also, since facilitators do not participate in_the validation_exercise,
you might want to 'write a short note to each participant. The note should,
reflect your personal method of validating one or two characteristics or
behaviors you noted during the workshop. You might also offer encouragement
to each participant in her efforts to achieve her career goals. Also; send
thank-you notes to the role models, along with an- honorarium for their
services.
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MANAGING ORGANIZATIONS:
LISTEN, LEARN & LEAD*

Some people aren't interested in being managers -- they -want to be bostes.
They'd rather nave people work for them than with them. They seem to think
the people they supervise are hot only subordinate in rank, but inferior in.
character and ability.

"I don't want initiative or coLieration from an employee," states one man in
his mid-;30s who runs his own novelty distribution L'isiness. ,"I want obedience."
What he's gotten so for in his four-year-old company is very high personnel
turnover. o,

Contrary to Po ular opinion, being, a manager doesn't come naturally to most
peOple'. ,Yet, InCe so. much good management thinking soundg like obvious
common sense once -you hear it, it's also.hard to convince people that they
have something' to learn about making the best use of an enterprise's human
and material resources. Furtherthore, since many poorly managed enterprises
-still,deliver their basic services somehow and,- if profit-oriented, make,
some money:, the decision-makers in these institutions remain either unaware
of or indifferent to the high prite poor management exacts in human stress
a'nd material waste. The attitude often seems to be, "We're getting the job
done, so what's the prObleM?"

The problem is how to, get the job done well, W1'4 to get the most out of what
is Wetted in Staff and Material, how-to explore the.unrealized.capabilitie,
of the enterprise: the problem is how to manage organizations, be they
business entities, social institutions, political. units, or civic and cultural
organizations.

Solving this problem is the life's work of three successful managers--call
them Hannah, Wayne, and Dan--who each make over $46,000 a year managing
,rganizations. After several years in a_private social agency and a corpora-
tion, Hannah has become the executive Vice-president of a prestigious national
nonprofit organization. Wayne and Dan are firmly entrenched middle managers
in .Fortune 190corporations. Together, these three have over 55 years of
-mai-nst-feirrmanagerial experience.

*. .

_In talking about what it takes to be a good manager, all threejnitially
stressed personal qualities a manager needs. They emphasized knowing your-
self, and being honest about, and comfortable with, what you know.

"People react to the vibrations you'Oroject," says Wayne. His voice, a dark-
timbred tenor, is carefully even and soothing. He seems conscious about not
raising. anyone's temperature. "So if you're comfortable with, yourself and
With the function you hold, that's almost half the battle rightthere."

*By Judy Simmons ('a writer formerly in management with AT&T). Reprinted with
permission from Black Enterprise magazine, November 1978. Copyright V1978,
Earl G. Graves Publishing Company, Inc.
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According to Wayne, the dues paid for getting comfortable, especially by black
managers in big corporations, are self-'reliance, self-evaluation, and disci-
pline. .

"If you're black, you don't have a peer group to talk to'," he explains. had

to internalize, depend on myself, The isolation makes you ask yourself critical
. questions about your own performance. And you've got to come pp with the honest

answers or you don't survive.

"Above all, you've got to keep your cool," Wayne adds. "White people expect
blacks to blow. It takes'a steely discipline to project'the right style, and
style governs substance in this. business."

Speaking with the crisp competency of a Southern-lady school principal, Hannah
, highlights the importance of self-confidence. "A manager,especially a black

woman manager, must have a good sense of self. She has to be secure enough. of
her own capabilities to compete with white men in,their.environment." Hannah
is five feet,,tenAnches tall and speaks clearly and definitely. Ft's easy
to imagine'her directing other people. §

,--

Hannah stresses that women managers must come to terms with-traditional feminine
role expectations if they are to be effective. "Most women over thirty or
thirty-five have some conflict about what a woman should and should not do ,in
relation to men; often the conflict is unconscious. I seem to be lucky' enough

not to be bothered by that as much as some women I know," she says. "I think

growing up on a-farm_had a lot to do with that. Work had no gender there --

- --everyone did everything--and you learned about teamwork. - I've never seen
myself as being an extension of males, and I don't have much ambivalence about
competing with and supervising

The personal qualities that Dan feels are necessary for good managers are
honesty, courage, and accountability.

"There are those people who think management is a cold, calculating science,"
Dan said, "bdt it all boils down to a basic attitude about people and about
oneself., I must-be open and honest with people in order to get good morale,
and morale is a crucial factor in any- work group\ I have to know who am

and where I stand on issues and principles. I ddn't mind sharing these per-

ceptions with my subordinates."

Now approaching 50, Dan has logged over 25 years in management, mostly corporate.
He is-about six t tall with burnished teak-brown coloring. As he speaks in

a velvet orator' iritone, using unaccented standard English flawlessly, it
is obvious that , s quite comfortable with being an over-$60,000-a-year
corporate man.

"A basic weakness of the professional managerial class is t e avoi ance o

accountability," states Dan. "Like bureaucrats, prHessional managers are
getting further away from personal responsibility and risk-taking."
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Dan-,-is bitingly -cri ttcal of _managers- who -lack-couragc -and --a strong-sense-of

responsibility. "Black managers, with few exceptions, are gutless wonders.
I'd rather place the black employment cause in the hands of white women
because so many black managers are.bull artists. Many of those who carry
vice-president titles have no courage and conform far more than is actually
required.

"Of course, the selection process by whites choos6 these gutless wonders,"
Dan adds. "The whites weed out more aggressive, hard-charging go-getter,
blacks through evaluation, calling them brash, abrasive, and insensitive.
They want,some foot-shuffling darky who will say, 'Yassuh, massa:'"

To the obvious question of how :le has survived and flourished in this climate,
Dan replied: "Sooner or later, it comes down to taking care of serious busi-
ness. When they come to me for that, I've got a perspecti've.useful to the
corporation, and a plan of action.

"One of my strengths is a naturally gooth sense of timing. There are many -

situations in management when timing is key--the,right thing at the wrong time
can be disastrous."

The personal qualities discussed by Hannah, Wayne, and Dan are the-basis for
their management styles. There are as many styles for managing people as
there are theories about human nature. Managers' .styTes reflect what they
think about their fellow human beings and_about themselves.

Someone who assumes that people are basically uninterested in work, want to
get as much as they can for nothing, and tend to avoid responsibility will
probably choose an authoritarian style similar to that of the man who wants
obedience from his employees. 'Someone who feels that people enjoy meaning-
f61 work, generally accept the responsibilities that go with' employment, and
respond to reason will likely be attracted to more participative management
styles.

Sir)ce World War II, American management philosophies have moved toward humanism.
Instead of the task-oriented management that led to stultifying assembly lines,
the tendency now is to focus on satisfying people so they, can give their best
efforts to accomplishing the work. A major reason for this shift (for those

1

who are unmoved by arguments based on emphathy and - compassion} is the simple
fact that disgruntled employees are expensive: they take a lot of sick leave;
they get careless and have accidents; they interfere with other employees'
ability to work; file union grievanceS 'that eat up supervisors' time; they
create hitches in the work flow; they quit, taking with them e pertise that
the enterprise has paid for them to acquire, and necessitate more company in-

/vestment in training new people.

_Manager's task is to minimize_problems_Like_these_by:creating_a_work_environ,_____
ment that encourages attendance, productivity, and commitment. Managers can
make a start on this by spending some time in introspection to figure out what
they do think about 'the nature oc working humans; then they can consciously
choose a management style th4t they should apply consistently in the work

a
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environment7--Since-the manager's style sets the climate of the work environ-
ment, it should be based on something more dependable than personal whim
varying daily and hourly with one's moods.

A basic understanding managers and subordinates must come to is precisely what
to expect of each other. In the larger corporations, this understanding/is
based on detailed job descriptions, which manager and subordinate prepa e and
discuss. Sometimes as a result of such discussions,jobs are redesign so
that the job structures allow subordinates to meetmanagerial expects ions.
Too often, managers. have hidden agendas which they spring on subordin tes after
something has "gone wrong," leaving subordinates bewildered and bitter because,
they didn't even know what the game was, much less how they were expected to
play it.

This withholding of information is.a manipulative device used by some managers
to "keep 'em off balance so they can't gang up on us." Such managers feel
their authority will be undermined if subordinates understand the whole program
and take adult and equal roles.

Dan's approach to suAervising people shows he is very much aware of the need
to be clear about expectations. "I think management is basically teaching,"
he said. "You lay out responsibilities, get understandings with your people,
and then let them go. But, of course, you don't abdicate. You keep yourself
available for advice and counsel.

"When I take over an organization, I make an assessment Of the strengths and
weaknesses of the staff. Then I try to get us comfortable with each other.
I tell them I don't second-guess them: there's no Monday-morning quarter-
backing because hindsight is always 20-20. But, I tell them, if many mistakes
-are made, I'll- begin to question-their judgment, and that leads to my losing
confidence in them. If that continues, it.'s sufficient reason for removing
them from my organization."

It's axiomatic that these basic steps of management--defining jobs and setting
mutually understood objectives-- require, full two-way communication between
manager and subordinate. Wayne and Hannah both e4hasize the importance of
listening as a managerial technique.

You have to be a bigger receiver than transmitter," explains Wayne. "Vail
can never learn all there is to know about your people. You- have to establish
rapport, put yourself in other people's shoes. -People basically want to know
where they stand--the less ambiguity, the better."

Adds Hannah, "You need to listen. Listening is a definite skill--not just
what they say, but how they say it. And you nee9rto observe them, see whom
else they talk with regularly so you'll know what sorts of alliances exist
ta-the work group.

"You also need to find out what your people are interested in, what their
personal goals are, and -how those goals mesh with the organization. A manager
must get people to work together to accomplish organizational goals. So you
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have to know their strengths and desires, how they view%the orgarilzatibn, and
--what specific things motivate them. And it's important to solicit their ideas

of how things can work." -
What Hannah described is the two-way feedback process that is.essential to
effective management. Regulai feedback that-managers give subordinates oti how

dhey're doing is essential for their improved performance, and' their development'
of additional job skills. Feedback from subordinates to managers provides ,

valuable information on job procedures, Work problems, and morale and persoha1-
needs. Feedback in the form of annual performance appraisals, compiled 7romlit
notes managers shduld make regularly during the Year,%is the basis for subor- .

dirates' raises and promotions (or the lack of them). And feedback on poor
performance and unsatisfactory behavior, such-as persistent absenteeism, is-a
cornerstone of progressive discipline. When a manager can show that a disci-
plinary.step such as firing was preceded by adequate mutual communication about .

the problem and its consequences (from docking wages to dismiSsal), it gives.
. .

'the manager an airtight case in the event of arbitration, and takes a lot of
stress.and strain off the manager's conscience and nervous syStem:

And black managers particularly need to minimize the strain they're under.
Pccording to Bryant Rollins, a program leader in the Americin Management Asso-.
ciations' seminars for black managers, the rate,of high blood pressure-, ulcers,
and other stress- relat0ed illnei.ses is about. twice as high among black managers
as among their white counterparts. He attributes the additional stress to the
fact that black managers have fewer support systems,.beth-within and without
the corporation, and pay more dearly for mistakes. (This also contributes J..

to the black manager's unwillingness to initiate :tion and take risks.)
Another factor he cites is internal pressure from the self-loubt which the
society,cuTtivates disproportionately in black itdividuals.- He told the,story
of one black woman whose white subordinates ignored her, taking their problems
and questions to one of her white peers. It took six months--and input front
-other- black- matia-gert-at-a-senrinarfor-ttri s -woman-try-admit -the-protrl

her subordinates' attitudes but her own lack of confidence and unwilling ss to
confront white people. After facing that, she was able to tell her staf what
she expected of them, and straighten out the peer as

One of the best ways for the manager to take off unnecessarypressure is b
having the ability to admit mistakes--a rare quality.shared by Hannah, Wayn
and Dan.

"It's interesting," says Wayne,'"when you've made a mistake and somebody is
ready to nail you to the wall, you just say, 'I blew that--it's my fault, and
here's what we can do about it.' Nine times out of ten, you'll have them eating

4"1 out of your' hand. And when your own subordinates make mistakes, you should
never criticize them in front of other people. You may chew them up one side
and down the other in private, but if you support them when'they need it, you
get real loyalty and respect."

Says Dan :, "I have no problem saying I don't know. And when it comes to
misakes, I'm not omnipotent and I let people know that."

Stamping up the challenge, of managing organizations, and reflecting on the
qualities that,experienced managers such as Hannah, Wayne, and Dan bring to
the job,: and th$11 is clears: good mmaaement may be common sense, but good
managers are not comorn people.
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,,.'n4TT^ii EXERCISE
.

.

1

Validationthe process of confirming or validating another person's behavior

.
.

or indivittual characteristics--is a caring, human expression. Validation
strengthens a relationship and offers the possibility of freeingthe other
Persen from self - doubts and'anxieti,s.

Theexperience of giving and receiving validation may initially be uncom-
fortablhewever,-with prattiee th1:discemfortcan be overcome. Positive
validationlieeds to be -an'henest statement of one,Person's experience of
another pertbn: "Owning" the vaTidatiOn is- necessary ("I value..,!' "I
aPpreciate...," "I fWid you...."); /This "I" language fotusesthe Statement
on tfleelperiericing.of the other 'person and avoids judgmental and', evaluative
"you"'stateMents.

There are tto areas of consideration in developing or enhancing the ability
texeceive validation froth others; First, it is sometimes neces4ry to give
oneself "permission ". to receive,positive comments or compliments. iSecond,
it is impbrtant strenuously to avoid discounting oneself ("IcoUldi-have done
better"), others ("You really don't know me"), or the validation statement
("That's dumb"). Developing a responding stateMent.("Thank.you," "That feels
good," appreciate that") and practicing or role playing the experience
are ways to develop and - enhance your validating skills.

Exercise Groups
5 to 6 people

1. Select a recorder and give her your paper.
.2. One group member will be the focus of attention and the others will make

validating or affirming statements about that person.
3.' When you are the focus of attention, listen carefully and enjoy the

experience. Respond with appreciation and/or acceptance.
4. Your recorder will list the statements given to you by each group member.

Your name Recorder
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORM

Date

1

The questions below have been designed to aid us in\the evaluation of various
aspects of this workshop. We are interested in obtaining your honest evalua-
tion so that this information can be used to plan future workshops that will
provide maximum benefit to participants.

\

Section I:
\

l ,

For each question, please rate your response on a 5-voint scale, according
to the definitions at the top of each column. A space C#2-0) at. the end .of

_theJitq section is provided for any explanation of your responses you may
want to provide. I'

/
\ ,

Please circle the number on the scale most closely matching your response to
eactrquestion. ,

\-.

1

\-

1. Did,you like the structure
of the workshop?

2. Did the workshop succeed in
its `goalsmeeting goals

and objectives?

3. Did the workshop fulfill your
personal goals and expecptions?

4. Did you feel there was enough
time for discussion?

5. Did you feel discussions were
instructive and relevant?

6. (Did you, find the contact with__
minority women from otheram-
panies helpful and instructive?

7. Did you feel there was enough
time for informal meetings with
the workshop leader(s) and with'
other participants?

8. Was the level of the workshop
too advanced?

Not
at

all

i

Very
little Some

Quite.

a

bit

A
great
deal

1 2 3 , 4 5

2 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3
I 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 5
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9: Was the level of the workshop

Not Quite A
at Very a great
all little Some bit deal

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 , 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 ,2 3 4
,. 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 . 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

tog basic? 1

10. Do you feel you learned some-
thing in this workshop that
you will try out on your \

present job? ,

,

11. Do you anticipate using the
things you learned in future
jobs?

1.2. Did this workshop alter your
career plans in any way?

.

13. Do you, feel more capable of

handling problems with a man-
ager or a supervisor after
having attehded this workshop?,

14. Did the workshop.leader(s) lec-
ture in an interesting and
understandable way?

15. Did the workshop leader(s)
seem informed about the sub-
ject matter?

16. Did the leader(s) seem willing
to teach and to hare knowledge
with the group? .

17. Did the leader(s) use the time
provided in the most effective
way?

13. Did the leader(s) facilitate
the group in sharing ideas and
in learning from each other?

19. Did the leader(s) encourage ques-
tions and group discussions?

20. Please use this spaceeto qualify or explain any of your responses to the
above westions:
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Section II:

Please indicate, in you?. own words, the weak and strong points of 'the workshop.
o

1,. Please describe the idea, concept, feeling, etc., that you learned or ex-
perienced in this workshop which you were the most impressed by and which
you will use or would like to use in the future.

2. What4did you most enjoy about the workshop?

3. What did you least enjoy about the workshop? What suggestions do you have
to improve it?

4. Dlo you have complaints concerning thie physiCal aspects of 'the workshop
(the room was too hot/cold; there was too much outside noise; etc.)?

5. Did you miss any part'of the workshop? Yes No
If yes, which part(s) and why?



6. Would you like to receive any additional job-related training? If so,
please indicate the type of training (business skills, budgeting and
problem solving, organizational skills, assertiveness training,.career
planning, .:nterviewing skills, etc.).

7. Additional comments concerning the workshop:
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APPENDIX A

Two-Track Model: Decision-Making Paradigm

PROBLEM

A one-sentence statement of the problem, which is consistent with the informa-
tion on hand, objectives and information needed. Its validity is tested by
rating relevant information and review by experts.

INFORMATION ON HAND

/The specific information
/ concerning the problem.

Elements include who,
what, where, when and
why data.

INFORMATION NEEDED

Additional information
required for making a
choice between options.
Quality in evidence is
achieved by,comprehen-
stVeness, concreteness
and relevance.

DECISION

The "best" option

IMPLEMENTATION

OBJECTIVES
. ,

Results needed or limita-
tions that relate .o the
problem. These are likely
to _refer to money,peo-ple,

time, resources, location
and goals.

V

OPTIONS

Alternative' solutions to
the problem. Should be re-
viewed for desirability and
feasibility and for con-
sistency with problem
statements and objectives.

The planned use of resources to accomplish the decision. Requires systematic
review of'trouble spots and "solving" potential problems.
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APPENDIX B\

WHAT RULES DO YOU HAVE?

-0

Many women learn to be supordinate by internalizin \many self-limiting rules
learned from the sociali2ing process. /Some of these rules are listed below.
Focusing on your own beliefs will raise your own awareness of the possible
effects of these beliefs on your behavior. What is significant in each rule
is the use of the words ought, must, should and have to.\This indicates the
controlling influence of the rule and prevents fIeTarcal Placing unreason-
able demands on yourself can work, in reverse and cause excetive expectations
whichJaftenslead to failure, discouragement or a hesitance to\start an activity.

Read the following list and check any rules which you feel are a\ significant
influence on your attitude or yourtehavior.

1. I have to be right.
2. I have to impress others.
3. I must be in control__
4. I should_be-likeUl

5., 4 -mu§t-always know the answers.
6. I must be totally responsible.
7. It's necessary to win.
8. I ought always to be informed.
9. I have to be logical andrational.

10. I must always trust and obey authority.
11: It is necessary for me to earn the right to play.
12. I can't be Inconsistent.
13. I can't be/late.
14. I have to be perfect.
15. I'm always able to take it.
16. I must conform.
17. I have to finish, everything.

Other possible rules or messages:

1. Never say no.

2.' Smile, no matter how yoU-feel.
3. Alwaysr.trrto-friprove.

__--4:--i*Ver'bra'gT-never claim your strengths.
5. Don't ask for what you want.

Suggestion: Work toward changing the words which are other-directed words
(have tp, must, Can't, ought, should) to inner- or self-directed words
(choose; decide, plan, want).

d'

*Source: New Life Options: The Working Women's Resource Book, by Rosalind
K. Loring and Herberi. A. Otto. Copyright © 1976, McGraw-Hill Book Company.
Used with the permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company. (Practical, complete
and comprehensive coverage of the problems and possibilities for women in the
working world. Deals with home/job, meldwomen, subordinate/superior relation-
ships, as well as organization/individual issues.).

1
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.APPENDIX C

WHAT. WOMEN CAN DO*

Women traditionally have different developmental experiences than men, a fact
which results from the culture's views toward sex roles. (This is evident in
the infant nursery. Adults make different sounds and use different expressions
with an infant wrapped in a blue blanket than with an infant wrapped in a pink

' blanket;) As women enter the traditionally_male area of management, it is
necessary to be aware of these differences and to deal with these issues as
they become apparent.

A list of suggestions follows:,

1. Accept the differences and learn how to overcome them. Possible exam-
ples: anxiousness over conflict, vulnerability to criticism, a
hesitancy to risk - and /or difficulty with initiating causes. These
situations need to be anticipated and planned for. Practice at the
lowest risk levels will build confidence and one's ability to handle
these situations at more intense levels. -

2. Decide if you really want to tucc:,:ed In a management career; evaluate
the costs and the benefits.

3. Develop and implement active career plans.

4. Detemine mesent and possible personal levels of knowledge, skill
and identify the skills needed and make plans_ to acquire
these skills.

5. Find a coach, godmother, mentor. in a senior position to guide and
support your career.

6. Become familiar with the informal relationships which usually exist
in organizations.

7. Develop awareness of male/female role issues on the job and make
pldns. or,procedures to avoid difficulties.

8. Develop home/career plans.

*From The Managerial Woman, by Margaret Hennig and Anne Jardim. Copyright
1976, 1977 by Margaret Hennig and Anne Jardim. Reprinted by permission of
Doubleday andCompany, Inc. (A current, well-written book which explores
the differences in the developmental and cultural experiences of men-and
women and the effect of these differences on managerial skills and caree-s.)
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